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ABSTRACT 

 

Memory capacity, bandwidth, and energy all continue to present hurdles in the quest for 

efficient, high-speed computing. Recognition, mining, and synthesis (RMS) applications 

in particular are limited by the efficiency of the memory subsystem due to their large 

datasets and need to frequently access memory. RMS applications, such as those in 

machine learning, deliver intelligent analysis and decision making through their ability to 

learn, identify, and create complex data models. To meet growing demand for RMS 

application deployment in battery constrained devices, such as mobile and Internet-of-

Things, designers will need novel techniques to improve system energy consumption and 

performance. Fortunately, many RMS applications demonstrate inherent error resilience, 

a property that allows them to produce acceptable outputs even when data used in 

computation contain errors. Approximate storage techniques across circuits, architectures, 

and algorithms exploit this property to improve the energy consumption and performance 

of the memory subsystem through quality-energy scaling. This thesis reviews state of the 

art techniques in approximate storage and presents our own contribution that uses lossy 

compression to reduce the storage cost of media data. 
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 

 

Computer memory systems present challenges in the quest for more powerful overall 

computing systems. Computer applications with the ability to learn from large sets of data 

in particular are limited because they need to frequently access the memory system. These 

applications are capable of intelligent analysis and decision making due to their ability to 

learn, identify, and create complex data models. To meet growing demand for intelligent 

applications in smartphones and other Internet connected devices, designers will need 

novel techniques to improve energy consumption and performance. Fortunately, many 

intelligent applications are naturally resistant to errors, which means they can produce 

acceptable outputs even when there are errors in inputs or computation. Approximate 

storage techniques across computer hardware and software exploit this error resistance to 

improve the energy consumption and performance of computer memory by purposefully 

reducing data precision. This thesis reviews state of the art techniques in approximate 

storage and presents our own contribution that uses lossy compression to reduce the storage 

cost of media data.
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1 Introduction 

For a long time, Moore’s Law was fueled by Dennard scaling [27], where smaller, faster, and more 

energy efficient transistors were introduced with every technology generation. That was until about 

2005 when single core processor performance could no longer improve in a cost-effective manner 

due to on-chip power and thermal limitations caused by increasing leakage and clock frequencies 

[28]. The microprocessor industry shifted to a multicore design paradigm where cores in parallel, 

operating at lower clocks speeds and consuming less power, could outperform high-end single 

core designs; the number of logical cores began increasing while frequency and power 

consumption stalled. For over a decade, multicore scaling has successfully carried Moore’s Law, 

increasing performance by parallelizing problems and running applications in parallel. Multicore 

Systems-on-a-Chip (SoC) with heterogeneous subsystems have enabled battery constrained 

mobile devices to achieve high performance and many-core architectures have enabled data center 

processors to meet massive computing demands with low latency requirements.  

Multicore scaling performance and energy returns cannot continue forever though because 

applications cannot be parallelized enough to efficiently use the many available cores [29]. 

Multicore scaling allows designers to continue leveraging shrinking transistor sizes by using 

higher transistor counts to build more cores, which in turn improves performance; but if 

applications can no longer make use of those newly available cores, then performance stalls and 

adding more transistors no longer improves performance and hence is no longer cost effective. 

Another factor contributing to the decline of multicore scaling is the burden multicore processors 

place on the memory subsystem. Off-chip memory traffic generation scales directly with on-chip 

core count, but memory bandwidth has scaled at a much slower rate than core count, which has 

created a performance bottleneck in the memory interconnect [9, 86]. Even if multicore scaling 

could continuously improve on-chip performance, it would have a diminishing impact on total 

system performance because of the significantly higher latency and energy cost of off-chip 

memory access operations relative to compute operations, as shown in Table 1.1 [6]. DRAM 
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access costs several more magnitudes of energy than on-chip add operations. Novel techniques 

will be needed to address this disparity between compute and memory performance. 

Table 1.1: Energy (pJ) per operation versus ‘Add’ in 45nm TSMC for compute and memory 

access. Attribution: (Pedram et al. 2017) [6]. 

Operation 16 bit (integer) 64 bit (double precision) 

Energy/Op (pJ) vs. Add Energy/Op (pJ) vs. Add 

Add 0.18 - 5 - 

Multiply 0.62 3.4x 20 4x 

16-word RF 0.12 0.7x 0.34 0.07x 

64-word RF 0.23 1.3x 0.42 0.08x 

4K-word SRAM 8 44x 26 5.2x 

32K-word SRAM 11 61x 47 9.4x 

DRAM 640 3556x 2560 512x 

1.1 Data-Intensive Applications 

The memory bottleneck is an important issue because of the emergence of data-intensive 

applications, which rely heavily on memory access. Data-intensive applications compute on very 

large sets of data, typically larger than on-chip cache caches [72], often in a streaming manner, 

memory accesses are frequent and are their limiting performance factor. Data-intensive 

applications handle multimedia (picture, video, audio, etc.) or perform complex modeling tasks in 

the domain of recognition, mining, and synthesis (RMS) [26, 30, 72]. Recognition, mining, and 

synthesis is the class of applications used to make computers understand data models, which 

enables them to solve abstract, hard to define problems. A popular area of RMS applications is in 

machine learning. Table 1.2 lays out a basic overview of RMS applications and some popular 

examples. Fields that stand to benefit from RMS applications include medicine, security, and 

finance, where automated analysis on large datasets can accelerate decision making and reduce 

costs. 

To demonstrate the RMS processes, let us consider a simple case; we want an application that can 

cater to our tastes in music (some music streaming applications already do this to a degree). Using 

RMS, we could teach a computer what genre of music we enjoy listening through model training 
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(recognition), then it could find music for us by searching for instances of that model (mining), 

and finally it could compose music for us by trying to build its own model (synthesis). 

Table 1.2: Overview of recognition, mining, and synthesis applications. 

Process Question it 

Asks [26] 

Modeling 

Relationship 

Simple Case Popular Examples 

Recognition “What is …?” Learn a model Learn music genre Computer Vision 

Mining “Is it …?” Find models Find songs from genre Web Search 

Synthesis “What if …?” Create a model Compose new songs Data Analytics 

Data-intensive RMS applications require high performance hardware substrates in order to process 

vast amounts of data. In machine learning, building a model involves training on many examples 

from dataset, such as 1.3 million examples for ImageNet [74]. Application areas include 

documents search, facial recognition, object detection, medical diagnosis, investment analysis, 

shopping recommendations, video game artificial intelligence (AI), and more. Conventionally, 

RMS applications running on desktops or embedded devices send data over a network to a data 

center, where the computing resources are plentiful, for processing. This is common because the 

process of transmitting data back and forth and processing in the data center is faster than 

processing locally or because the local device cannot meet the processing requirements at all. With 

the already widespread ubiquity of smartphones and the growing Internet of Things (IoT) [73], 

there is growing demand to implement RMS applications locally on embedded devices. For some 

embedded applications using RMS, it may be too costly or impossible to rely on data centers due 

to connectivity, bandwidth, security, and privacy concerns [5]. Autonomous vehicles for example 

need to quickly search video data and identify obstacles or pedestrians. The vehicle may have a 

poor or non-existent Internet connection due to environmental factors, and even if it did, it may 

take too long to transmit data to and from a data center because of the real time constraints of a 

moving vehicle. 

So what is stopping RMS applications from reducing their reliance on data center processing? The 

primary design constraint for embedded RMS processing is energy consumption because mobile 

devices are limited by battery life. Embedded deployment of data-intensive multimedia and RMS 

applications calls for novel energy consumption reduction techniques. While multicore scaling has 
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effectively improved computing capability under power constraints, it will not last forever. 

Fortunately, many media and RMS applications demonstrate an inherent resiliency against errors 

in computation, which can be exploited to improve energy efficiency and performance. 

1.2 Approximate Computing and Storage 

Since their inception, computers have always had one function; perform a specified set of 

calculations on a presented set of inputs and output the result. Anything less than an accurate 

answer was considered an error, which means the computer was either programmed incorrectly or 

there was a fault in its design, originating from eithers the user at design time or noise during its 

lifetime. One of the first tasks presented to computers was to calculate artillery firing tables for the 

military. 100% correct computation by the machine was critical because its results were used to 

aim weaponry; miscalculations could have devastating repercussions. If the computing machinery 

was prone to error, then its output results would be suspect and unacceptable. Correct computation 

and data integrity were essential for producing acceptable outputs. 

Today, computers are used to solve a much wider variety of problems for a range of both critical 

and non-critical applications. Critical application examples include military hardware, banking 

systems, and airplane controls, which all require precise computation in order to produce 

acceptable outputs. Non-critical application examples include searching the web, streaming video, 

and home assistants, which can tolerate errors or imprecision in some of its computation and still 

produce outputs of acceptable quality. If a list of webpages is returned slightly out of order or the 

picture quality degrades during a video chat, there are no detrimental consequences, unlike in the 

artillery firing example. It’s possible the user may not notice any application quality loss at all. If 

the output is acceptable for the user, then one can postulate that the underling computation doesn’t 

always needs to be correct. 

Li et al. [14] question whether architectural states (the underlying machine computations) need to 

be numerically perfect for program execution. If program output at the application level is “good 

enough” for the user, then does the underlying architectural correctness matter? Why bother 
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computing a precise answer if an approximate answer will suffice? If some subset of the 

computations required to generate a solution don’t matter, then system designers have whole new 

avenue of potential exploitations for improving computing performance and energy efficiency [77, 

84]. These questions lead to a new design paradigm, approximate computing and storage, where 

quality, or data integrity, is traded off for improvement in energy consumption or performance. 

An application that produces acceptable output in the presence of computational errors is an error 

resilient application. If error is acceptable, then the quantity or precision of computations can be 

reduced to save energy or time. Approximate computing is similar to a predecessor, soft computing 

[31], which also seeks to exploit tolerance for imprecise computation with algorithms to lower 

solution costs. Approximate computing is a broader paradigm that encompasses circuits and 

architectures in addition to algorithms. Given the importance of the memory subsystem to  

performance of RMS applications, this thesis focuses its discussion on approximate storage. 

Approximate storage exploits error resilience in circuits, architectures, and algorithms in the 

memory subsystem to trade off data integrity for energy through quality-energy scaling [10, 32, 

78, 83, 85]. Applications that demonstrate inherent error resilience, such as those in RMS, are 

suitable for approximate storage because they can expect to see significant improvements in energy 

consumption or performance while maintaining application-level correctness. Approximate 

storage differs from fault tolerant design paradigms, which try to maintain architectural correctness 

by accounting for and responding to faults and errors, because it intentionally introduces error with 

the knowledge that the target application can still function properly. The defining characteristic of 

approximate computing and storage is that they purposefully trade off quality for energy. Before 

exploiting this quality-energy tradeoff though, the sources of inherent error resilience must be 

identified. 

1.2.1 Inherent Error Resilience 

Approximate computing and storage work because some applications are still able to produce 

acceptable or identical outputs in the presence of errors on input data or in computation. These 

applications demonstrate inherent error resilience, which is common in RMS applications [1, 14, 

26]. This resilience applies only to non-critical program data, such as raw sensor data or pixels in 
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an image; critical data, such as control path data or important variables, must be maintain perfect 

integrity or else programs risk failure due to irrecoverable program counter jumps or segmentation 

faults [10]. Given this restriction, approximate systems require separation of precise and 

approximate computing and storage elements in order to ensure applications can run without fail 

[36, 79, 82]. Since only non-critical data may be approximated, one may question if there enough 

non-critical data in an application to make approximation worth the effort; in Table 1.3, Chippa et 

al. [1] show that a set of 12 RMS applications spend 62-96% of their run-time in error-resilient 

kernels. This indicates that RMS applications spend a significant percentage of their time on 

computations and data that can be approximated. 

Table 1.3: RMS applications where the majority of runtime is spent in error resilient kernels. 

Attribution: (Chippa et al. 2013) [1]. 

Application Algorithm % Runtime 

in Resilient 

Kernels 

Dominant Kernel 

(Contribution to 

runtime) 

Document Search Semantic Search Index 90 Dot Product 

Computation (86) 

Image Search Feature Extraction 78 Dot Product 

Computation (71) 

Hand Written Digit 

Classification 

Support Vector Machines 

(SVM): Testing 

94 Dot Product 

Computation (89) 

Hand Written Digit 

Model Generation 

Support Vector Machines 

(SVM): Training 

97 Dot Product 

Computation (93) 

Eye Detection Generalized Learning Vector 

Quantization (GLVQ): Testing 

89 Distance 

Computation (83) 

Eye Model 

Generation 

Generalized Learning Vector 

Quantization (GLVQ): Training 

96 Distance 

Computation (92) 

Image Segmentation K-means Clustering 74 Distance 

Computation (66) 

Census Data 

Modeling 

Neural Networks: Multi-Layer 

Back Propagation 

62 Matrix Vector 

Multiplication (42) 

Census Data 

Classification 

Neural Networks: Forward 

Propagation 

79 Matrix Vector 

Multiplication (64) 

Nutrition and Health 

Information Analysis 

Logistic Regression 65 Dot Product 

Computation (48) 

Digit Recognition K-Nearest Neighbors 96 Distance 

Computation (92) 

Online Data 

Clustering 

Stream Cluster 77 Distance 

Computation (68) 
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Inherent error resilience can be attributed to three main sources: Noisy or redundant inputs, a range 

of acceptable outputs or outputs for human perception, and statistical or iterative computation 

patterns [1, 2, 4, 10, 14, 31, 34, 76]. Armed with this knowledge of inherent error resilience, 

designers can exploit sources of it at all layers of the design hierarchy to improve energy 

consumption and performance. 

(1) Noisy or redundant inputs: We live in an inherently noisy and imprecise world. Sensors capture 

real world data as analog signals and most of these signals are converted to a digital representation 

for processing. Between noise at the sensor front-end and quantization during analog-to-digital 

conversion, some precision is lost in the data. Applications that process sensor data must have 

some level of noise tolerance so that slight variations in input data do not cause application failure. 

Hegde et al. [38] present one such early work that seeks to exploit noise-tolerance in digital signal 

processing (DSP). Sensor data may also be redundant. Consider a smart home speaker which 

constantly samples audio data with a microphone to determine if a user is speaking to it. Sampling 

audio data frequently when no one is speaking creates redundant data. An application can tolerate 

noise or imprecision in this data because the sample size is so large, that any noise will have 

minimal effect on the results of any processing done on that input data.  

(2) A range of acceptable outputs or outputs for human perception: There lacks a single, perfect 

solution to a problem. Take a web search for example. A list of web pages for a given search query 

are returned in the “best” order, but there is no way to quantitatively define what the perfect result 

is for the user. There may be a best way to return page results based on algorithmic techniques 

such as page rankings, but this is only based on the provided search query. A search engine cannot 

presume to know exactly what the user is searching for. It’s possible the user themselves were 

unsure of what they were looking for and they may just be browsing for an answer. Applications 

like web or document search that cannot output a perfect result can thus tolerate small errors or 

imprecisions since their output is not expected, nor can it, produce a perfect result. If a web search 

returns a list of pages in a slightly different order than the highest ranked page order, the user is 

unlikely to notice any difference. Generally, as long as the page they are searching for is found the 

first few results, they are satisfied. Another aspect of this source of error resilience is media 

applications that produce pictures, video, audio, etc. for human consumption. Since the human 
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senses are limited in their perception abilities, perfect media outputs need not be produced. The 

human eye may not be able to perceive the smallest details in an image (those represent by the 

least significant bits of a pixel). This is the motivating factor in many lossy media compression 

algorithms, such as the JPEG standard [33]. Figure 1.1 below shows a set of images where the 

three on the right compressed and decompressed with a hardware lossy compression algorithm, 

which will be discussed in Chapter 3. There is little to no perceivable difference in quality, 

demonstrating the exploitability of outputs for human perception. 

 

Original 1-Bit 2-Bit 4-Bit 

Figure 1.1: Original, high quality image (leftmost) and the same image after lossy compression 

with an increasing number of least-significant bits approximated. 

(3) Statistical or iterative computation patterns: Computation patterns that rely on statistics and 

probability to find a solution or refine a solution over many iterations of a process to meet some 

threshold value or find some optimal solution before terminating. These computation patterns are 

tolerant of imprecise or inexact data because they rely on statistics, which introduces imprecision 

on its own, or iterations, which can recover over time. Statistical and computation patterns are 

commonly found in RMS applications because they work to understand, identify, and create 

abstract data models. Algorithms with this source of resilience include but are not limited to 

support vector machines (SVM), neural networks, K-means clustering, and Monte Carlo methods 

[1]. Soft computing [31] relies on these same sources of resilience. 
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1.2.2 Design Requirements 

Once sources of inherent error resilience have been identified, computing and storage systems can 

be approximated for a specific application. An approximate computing or storage system must do 

three things: 1) Approximate data within some design abstraction. 2) Expose quality control knobs 

to the programmer or application designer that allow them to control the quality-energy tradeoff. 

3) Monitor quality during runtime to ensure application-level outputs are acceptable, which also 

requires defining an application specific quality metric. 

1) In order to implement approximate storage, data integrity must be lost somewhere. 

Approximation can be induced through noise in a physical medium or by a deterministic, 

algorithmic technique. Common approximation techniques include voltage overscaling at the 

circuit level [24, 25, 38] and precision scaling [18, 37] or loop perforation [35] at the algorithm 

level. Voltage overscaling focuses on reducing the supply voltage for SRAM or DSP circuits, 

which increases the probability of error in read or output data. Precision scaling, also known as bit 

truncation, reduces data precision by disregarding some number of least-significant bits (LSBs) in 

a data word. This reduces the quantity of data that needs to be transported or processed, saving 

energy. Loop perforation is a software technique where computational loops used to refine a 

solution are terminated early so that they only compute a subset of their original set of iterations. 

This early termination reduces accuracy of the solution, but saves time and resources by cutting 

out extra computations that are not necessary for reaching an acceptable solution. We will review 

state of the art approximate storage techniques in Chapter 2. 

2) The programmer must be able to control approximation to make it practical to use. 

Approximation controls allows an application to adjust the quality-energy tradeoff to an 

appropriate level. Since error resiliency is dependent on program data, the application output 

quality may change during runtime. If quality loss is too high, then the application needs to reduce 

the degree of approximation. If quality loss is negligible, then the application could increase the 

degree of approximation to improve energy consumption. The approximate design must be 

controllable such that the quality-energy tradeoff can be dynamically tuned to application 

requirements during runtime. An ad hoc design that is stuck computing at some specific level of 
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approximation will have poor reusability. This is commonly done through language or ISA 

extensions to support approximate instructions [16, 17, 36] or hardware/software co-design, where 

the programmer defines functions to control approximate hardware through memory-mapped 

registers [18, 24]. There are two approaches to approximation control: binary control and multi-

level control. Binary control allows the designer to approximate data or computation at some fixed 

degree or not approximate it at all (leave it precise). Flikker [8], a technique approximates by 

reducing DRAM refresh rates, demonstrates binary approximation control; main memory data can 

either be allocated to precise memory regions with guaranteed data integrity or to imprecise 

memory regions where faults are likely to occur. Multi-level control allows the designer to 

approximate data to various degrees (not just one fixed rate). Approximate load value predictors 

[21, 22], an architectural technique, demonstrate multi-level control by allowing the programmer 

to specify the rate at which they drop cache misses, which in turn reduces the accuracy of load 

value predictions and the accuracy of program data. 

3) Quality monitoring is a necessary component of approximate systems so that they know when 

to adjust the quality-energy tradeoff in order to maintain acceptable application-level output 

quality. If output quality falls below a specified threshold, then computation is no longer useful 

and all spent energy has been for an unacceptable result. Quality monitoring requires a definition 

of “good enough” quality. Defining “good enough”, or acceptable, output quality is difficult 

because it is specific to the application domain. There is no universal metric for evaluating output 

quality because all applications do not produce some universal output type; the designer must 

determine the appropriate quality metric for their application and define a quality evaluation 

function for their system. Common quality metrics used when approximating RMS and media 

applications are shown in Table 1.4[3]. 
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Table 1.4: Common quality metrics used for applications/kernels in approximate computing and 

storage. Attribution: (S. Mittal. 2016) [3]. 

Quality Metric(s) Corresponding Applications/Kernels 

Relative difference/error 

from standard output 

Fluidanimate, blackscholes, swaptions (PARSEC), Barnes, 

water, Cholesky, LU (Splash2), vpr, parser (SPEC2000), 

Monte Carlo, sparse matrix multiplication, Jacobi, discrete 

Fourier transform, MapReduce programs (e.g., page rank, page 

length, project popularity, and so forth), forward/inverse 

kinematics for 2-joint arm, Newton-Raphson method for 

finding roots of a cubic polynomial, n-body simulation, adder, 

FIR filter, conjugate gradient 

PSNR and SSIM H.264 (SPEC2006), x264 (PARSEC), MPEG, JPEG, 

rayshade, image resizer, image smoothing, OpenGL games 

(e.g., Doom 3) 

Pixel difference Bodytrack (PARSEC), eon (SPEC2000), raytracer (Splash2), 

particle filter (Rodinia), volume rendering, Gaussian 

smoothing, mean filter, dynamic range compression, edge 

detection, raster image manipulation 

Energy conservation across 

scenes 

Physics-based simulation (e.g., collision detection, constraint 

solving) 

Classification/clustering 

accuracy 

Ferret, streamcluster (PARSEC), k-nearest neighbor, k-means 

clustering, generalized learning vector quantization (GLVQ), 

MLP, convolutional neural networks, support vector machines, 

digit classification 

Correct/incorrect decisions Image binarization, jmeint (triangle intersection detection), 

ZXing (visual bar code recognizer), finding Julia set fractals, 

jMonkeyEngine (game engine) 

Ratio of error of initial and 

final guess 

3D variable coefficient Helmholtz equation, image 

compression, 2D Poisson’s equation, preconditioned iterative 

solver 

Ranking accuracy Bing search, supervised semantic indexing (SSI) document 

search 

1.3 Outline 

In Chapter 2, we will survey the state of the art in approximate storage across circuits, 

architectures, and algorithms. In Chapter 3, we will present our own work on approximate storage, 

where we enable lossy compression through precision scaling of data. In Chapter 4 we draw 

conclusions. 
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2 State of the Art in Approximate Storage 

Approximate storage is the process of trading off storage accuracy for improvements in energy 

consumption or performance; it can be applied algorithmically or physically and at any level of 

the memory hierarchy. The major research challenges in approximate storage are focused 

developing techniques for approximation, devising methods for controlling the quality-energy 

tradeoff, and defining and quantifying quality metrics. In this chapter, we review state of the art 

approximate storage techniques. Circuit, architecture, and algorithm level approximate storage 

techniques will be introduced and discussed. We highlight their approaches to 1) approximating 

data, 2) controlling approximation, and 3) monitoring approximation. Table 2.1 below is provided 

as quick reference for the various areas of approximate storage. 

Table 2.1: Taxonomy of approximate storage techniques. 

Area Techniques References 

Circuits   

SRAM Supply voltage scaling [24, 25, 36, 51] 

DRAM Refresh rate scaling [8, 11, 13] 

Multi-Level Cells Reliable access scaling [15, 19] 

STT-MRAM Reliable access scaling [53, 54, 56] 

Architecture   

Support ISA extensions, language extensions [16, 17, 36] 

Memory Load Approximate value prediction [20-23] 

Cache Spatio-similarity approximation [42, 44, 56] 

Algorithms    

Precision Scaling Truncation [18, 37, 56, 64] 

Memoization/LUTs Similar function reuse [40, 49] 
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2.1 Circuit Level Storage Optimization 

Approximate storage techniques at the circuit level include approximation of memory technologies 

such as SRAM, DRAM, and solid-state memories. All memory technologies require some type of 

“guard-banding” against manufacturing variations to ensure 100% data integrity [24]. Guard-band 

requirements exist in supply voltage for SRAM, refresh rate for DRAM, distance between cell 

levels in solid-state memories, and read/write effort in STT-MRAM. In this section, we will review 

approximate storage techniques for each of these technologies. 

2.1.1 SRAM Supply Voltage Scaling 

Static random access memory (SRAM) circuits are a popular target for approximation since they 

exist entirely on-chip in the form of register files or caches. SRAM approximation is based on two 

general techniques: voltage scaling and precision scaling. Voltage scaling involves reducing the 

supply voltage (VDD) of SRAM arrays and precision scaling involves reducing the number of LSBs 

stored or supplied with nominal VDD. Typically, voltage scaling can achieve quadratic energy 

savings, but at the cost of exponentially increasing error rates; and precision scaling can achieve 

linear energy savings for only linear quality loss [25, 36]. These works focus on exploiting voltage 

scaling to implement approximation in SRAM; they do not focus on the process of voltage scaling 

itself, which is left to voltage regulators. 

Cho et al. [51] propose a reconfigurable, accuracy-aware dual-voltage SRAM architecture that 

scales down supply voltage (VDD), bit-line precharge, and write voltage for LSBs and uses nominal 

values for MSBs. The LSBs will expend less energy during access, but are more susceptible to 

errors. LSBs are selected because they make the least significant impact on pixel values in image 

data. In this architecture, the number of voltage scaled LSBs can be reconfigured during runtime 

to meet application quality requirements. In their accuracy-aware SRAM architecture, shown in 

Figure 2.1, same significance bit cells of different words, a MUX group (in column multiplexing 

SRAM terminology), share the same voltage level, which is separate from other MUX groups. The 

number of bits in a MUX group is referred to as the reconfiguration length (RL), which determines 

the bit-granularity that the quality-energy tradeoff can be controlled at. A MUX group’s power 
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supply rail is either connected to a nominal, Vhigh, or scaled, Vlow, supply voltage through two 

PMOS transistors, controlled by a select bit from a quantization control word. The power rail 

supplies voltage for the SRAM bit cells, precharge logic, and a reconfiguration inverter that drives 

the local word line for all bit-cells in a MUX group. The reconfiguration inverter is driven by a 

global word line that is powered by nominal VDD comes from decoding logic. They note that the 

reconfiguration inverters incur an area overhead of 6% for the core SRAM array because one is 

needed for every MUX group. By appropriately setting the quantization word that controls the 

power supply PMOS transistors, the voltage can be set to Vhigh or Vlow respectively for a set of 

MUX groups. This dynamic control allows a system to specify any number of LSBs for a given 

address in SRAM to be approximated.  

 

Figure 2.1: Accuracy-aware, dual-voltage SRAM array. The quantization control signals select 

either Vhigh or Vlow as the supply voltage for each highlight voltage domain. Attribution: (Cho et 

al. 2015) [51]. 

Cho et al. evaluate this work in simulation with 8-bit grayscale image data and use Mean Structural 

Similarity (MSSIM) as their quality metric. Compared to a normal SRAM array, they found that 

by setting the number of voltage scaled LSBs = 4 and Vlow = 0.4V, they could achieve mean 

power savings of 45% for 10% reduction in MSSIM quality. While keeping quality loss to 10%, 
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voltage scaling all bits in a word actually achieves 20% less power savings than only 4 LSBs, 

which shows the efficacy of selectively voltage scaling only a subset of all bits. 

Esmaeilzadeh et al. [36] propose a dual-voltage SRAM for approximate and precise data storage 

(using voltage scaling) as part of their Truffle microarchitecture and set of ISA extensions for 

approximate computing and storage. Their ISA extension requires that every instruction operating 

on register data has to include an extra precision control bit, which dictates whether the data should 

be treated as precise or approximate. The Truffle microarchitecture’s 6-transistor SRAM (used for 

register files and caches) uses two voltage lines: VDDH (high) for reliable operation on precise data 

and VDDL (low) for energy-efficient operation on approximate data. Their SRAM array 

architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.2. VDDH is the typical VDD used for a given SRAM (1.5V in 

this work) and VDDL can either be set statically at design or dynamically changed during runtime 

using on-chip voltage regulators [50]. The SRAM instruction control structures use only VDDH to 

ensure, whereas memory access structures (i.e. precharge logic, bit cells, sense amplifiers) can 

switch between VDDH or VDDL, depending on an instruction’s precision control bit. The SRAM 

has a precision column which store the voltage state (VDDH or VDDL) for every row, which drives 

the power lines for all of the SRAM access structures. The voltage state is controlled by the 

precision control bit and is set prior to address decoding to ensure that the correct voltage level is 

set for the SRAM rows prior to accessing a cell. Reducing VDD for the access structures reduces 

energy consumption, but at the cost of read/write reliability. In their evaluations of the Truffle 

microarchitecture, they set VDDH = 1.5V and swept VDDL across 0.75V, 0.94V, 1.13V, and 1.31V. 

Since their whole microarchitecture introduces approximation in more constructs than just SRAM, 

they do not report specific energy savings or quality impact attributed to it. They do however report 

the percentage of total core energy consumed by different components, including the register file 

and data cache, for Truffle. The register file and data cache are shown to consume less than 5% 

and about 10% of total core energy for an in-order execution version of Truffle. Evaluation of the 

in-order Truffle microarchitecture for the same set of benchmarks used in EnerJ [16], show average 

energy savings ranging from about 8% to about 25%, increasing with lower VDDL. To evaluate 

quality impact, they model an error distribution for approximate components and inject errors into 
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each benchmark. They find that overall application output error is largely a function of registers, 

cache, and floating-point units (FPUs). 

 

Figure 2.2: Dual-voltage SRAM array. Precision signal controls whether VDDL or VDDH is used 

as supply voltage for each row’s precharge logic, bit cells, and sense amplifiers. Attribution: 

(Esmaeilzadeh et al. 2012) [36]. 

In order to improve the energy efficiency and speed of memory accesses and the lifetime of 

memory modules, Shoushtari et al. [24] propose a partially-forgetful SRAM cache which scales 

down supply voltage (VDD) to reduce leakage energy consumption and can be dynamically 

controlled by the programmer through a run-time controller. The programmer can steer the degree 

of approximation using two control knobs for the cache: VDD scaling and the number of acceptable 

faulty bits (AFB) per cache block. VDD scaling reduces the leakage of SRAM, but also increases 

fault probability. Using built-in self-test (BIST), the cache can detect the number of faults in each 

cache block. The programmer can then use AFB to control which blocks are allowed to be use for 

approximate storage; this way the programmer has more fine-grained control over approximation 
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degree (instead of just storing in blocks with any number of faults). The drawback to AFB is that 

blocks can no longer can be used which shrinks the effective cache capacity. The cache controller 

contains a non-criticality table which tracks the approximate memory address regions. The cache 

still contains a number of protected blocks, for which VDD is not scaled. Data which does not fall 

into the approximate memory regions will be stored in these protected blocks. They evaluate their 

partially-forgetful cache in a CPU system simulator with a set of multimedia benchmarks and use 

PSNR and fraction of true positive detections as quality metrics for image and edge detection 

benchmarks respectively. They define 28dB as an acceptable SNR for their image benchmark and 

32dB for video, which are in the same range as the defined acceptable SNR in [40]. Results show 

their cache can decrease leakage energy by up to 74% while maintain acceptable quality for image 

resizing and recognition benchmarks. They however do not discuss the system performance 

penalties due to disabling cache blocks based on the AFB value. 

2.1.2 DRAM Refresh Rate Reduction 

One popular approximate storage technique targets the dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 

subsystem for power savings. DRAM banks require periodic refreshes when in idle mode to retain 

data. DRAM memory cells consist of a transistor gate and a capacitor which holds the memory 

value. Overtime these capacitors discharge and require a periodic refresh to maintain their state. 

Since capacitor discharge time is dependent on manufacturing variations, the DRAM system 

refresh rate must be set high enough to prevent the fastest discharging cell from losing its value. 

Refresh rate periods in smartphone DRAMs are typically 64ms or 32ms. Since smartphones spend 

a lot of time “off”, or siting in a user’s pocket, this idle mode can last for long periods of time. 

Later when a user turns their smartphone back “on”, they expect all data and applications to still 

be there from before, which is why DRAM isn’t shut off completely.  

Liu et al. [8] was the first to observe that by partitioning program data into critical and non-critical 

regions, power could be saved by allocating those data to normal DRAM banks with typical idle 

mode refresh rates and banks where the refresh rate has been lowered respectively. The normal 

banks guarantee data integrity, whereas the lowered refresh rate banks introduce the possibility of 

faults in data. They propose a software method, Flikker, for reducing DRAM power consumption 
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that reduces refresh rate for specified banks. These banks are illustrated in Figure 2.3. They identify 

critical data as data structures and other variables or structures essential to control flow and non-

critical data as media or other data that is being processed and output by the program. They contend 

that annotating program data as non-critical is not an overly time consuming effort for 

programmers. During runtime, Flikker allocates data to the appropriate set of DRAM banks based 

on specified criticality. They run experiments with smartphone applications, such as mpeg2 for 

video and rayshade for 3D apps, in a cycle accurate architectural simulator. During active DRAM 

mode (when the smartphone is “on”), they observed negligible changes in performance and power 

consumption; then during idle mode (the targeted domain of this idea), they observed up to 25% 

power savings in DRAM, while maintaining less than 1% performance degradation and zero 

application failure. 

 

Figure 2.3: Flikker partitions DRAM banks into two regions: high refresh for critical data and low 

refresh for non-critical data. The partition boundary can be assigned at any of the dashed lines. 

Attribution: (Liu et al. 2011) [8]. 

Lucas et al. [11] propose Sparkk, an extension of Flikker that leverages observation about varying 

minimum required refresh rates from RAIDR [12]. While Flikker performs a binary allocation of 

data into approximate or non-approximate partition, Sparkk takes it a step further by breaking the 

approximate partition into ranks of decreasing refresh rates, hence introducing greater possibility 

of error due to bit cell discharging. Through permutation of data bytes across DRAM chips, higher 

order data bits are stored in higher quality bit cells (where refresh rate is higher) and lower order 

data bits are stored in lower quality bit cells (where refresh rate is lower). Since lower order bits 

will have less impact on data quality, they observe that these bits can be store with greater chance 
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of error to save power. Through an approximate storage simulation on image data, they show that 

Sparkk is able to maintain higher image quality that Flikker when breaking up the approximate 

DRAM partition into at least two ranks with decreasing refresh rates. They observe that Sparkk 

can achieve the same image quality with less than half the average refresh rate of Flikker. The 

authors do not perform any real world evaluation of Sparkk and do not provide power 

measurements from real world or simulation. Since Sparkk requires multiple refresh rates for 

DRAM, significant modifications must be made to hardware to implement it. Flikker’s 

implementation is much simpler (software modifications and an extension of the DRAM refresh 

counter). The strength of this work lies not in its experimental evaluation, but the novelty of 

breaking up the approximate memory region into varying levels of reliability. 

Raha et al. [13] propose a quality-aware and configurable approximate DRAM, which takes into 

account DRAM error characteristics before allocating memory pages to a number of quality bins. 

DRAM is characterized by writing the whole DRAM and reading the values back for different 

refresh rate values. They record parameters such as frequency, significance, and type of bit-flips 

to build a profile of every DRAM page. They then rank the DRAM pages by any of the following 

strategies: (1) word errors per page, (2) bit errors per page, (3) weighted bit errors per page, or (4) 

strategy 2 with preference for either 0->1 or 1->0 bit flips. They characterize 8 different 

commercial DRAMs in their experiments. After characterization, a single refresh rate for the whole 

DRAM is set at a rate to ensure the first quality bin is large enough to store all critical application 

data in error free pages. Non-critical data pages are then allocated to the remaining quality bins in 

ascending order of error rate. By setting the refresh rate high enough to protect critical pages and 

allocating non-critical data to bins of ascending error rate, they use the minimum necessary refresh 

rate to run an application, which minimizes power consumption, and they are able to reduce quality 

degradation. The performance and energy overhead of allocating pages into quality bins is 

negligible. In experimental evaluation, the authors show 73% refresh power reduction for when 

half of DRAM is assumed to contain critical data, which is a 2.4x improvement in refresh power 

reduction over Flikker. They also setup a smart camera system as a case study and show that from 

a refresh rate power reduction of 73%, total system (compute, memory, and sensor) energy is 

reduced by up 33% with demonstrated minimal quality loss. Since this work requires only one 
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DRAM refresh rate, implementation is simple relative to Sparkk, which requires significant 

hardware changes to support multiple refresh rates. 

2.1.3 Multi-Level Cell Storage 

Another area of approximate storage is in the area of solid-state drives (SSDs), which includes 

flash memories and emerging phase-change memories (PCM). SSD memory can be implemented 

as single-level cells (SLC) or multi-level cells (MLC), which store 1 or 2+ bits per memory cell 

respectively. Data is written into a cell as an analog value (charge or resistance) and then is 

quantized upon read to get a digital value. MLCs require guard bands between levels to ensure 

accurate analog access operations. This results in shorter target ranges for storage values, which 

makes writing values in tedious and expensive. SSDs are subject to soft (transient) errors, over 

time due to non-ideal charge and resistance characteristics and typically require error correction 

codes (ECC) to maintain data integrity. In this section we will discuss approximate storage 

techniques for SSDs that target memory cell access operations and ECC requirements. 

Sampson et al. [15] proposes two approximate storage techniques for MLC memories: more 

efficient writes and lifetime extension. This work focuses on phase-change memory, but the 

concepts also apply to flash memory. In the first technique they propose a model for an 

approximate MLC write, which improves the performance and energy consumption of MLC writes 

relative to precise MLC by trading off write accuracy. They exploit imprecise nature of writing to 

an analog MLC by relaxing the guard band requirements used for defining distinct levels within a 

cell. Normal and relaxed guard bands for an MLC are illustrated in Figure 2.4. This reduces the 

number of program-and-verify (P&V) iterations needed to write an MLC. P&V is a typical 

technique used for ensure an MLC has been written correctly within the target (analog) value 

range. Since approximate MLC relaxes the guard band requirements for a cell, it statistically takes 

fewer attempts to correctly write a cell, which improves performance and saves energy. The 

drawback is that relaxed guard bands leads to greater probability of soft errors occurring. 
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Figure 2.4: The range of analog values in (a) precise and (b) approximate MLC. The shaded regions 

represent target levels and the unshaded areas represent guard bands. Each curve represents the 

probability of reading a given value from the cell. In the approximate cell (b), the reduced guard 

bands lead to an overlap in possible read values where erroneous values may be read. Attribution: 

(Sampson et al. 2013) [15]. 

Their second technique proposes extending SSD lifetime by using failed memory blocks to store 

approximate data. Overtime MLCs wear out and are subject to hard (permanent) errors. If the 

number of MLC failures in a block exceed ECC capabilities, then the block is abandoned by the 

controlling system. If enough blocks fail in an SSD, then the drive must be replaced. They propose 

extending the life of failed blocks by allocating correction resources, namely error-correcting 

pointers (ECP), to more significant bits, while leaving less significant bits uncorrected. By 

modifying an operating system’s (OS) memory allocator, they can specify that these failed blocks 

are now for approximate data storage only. The authors simulate their techniques for main-memory 

applications and persistent storage for a variety of applications, such as image renderer and 

scientific kernels, and datasets, such as sensor logs and image bitmaps, respectively. Their main-

memory evaluation uses annotated benchmarks from EnerJ [16]. In the most error-tolerant 

application, they observe a 1.77x on average write speedup of approximate MLC over precise 

MLC with less than 2% quality loss. For the least error-tolerant application, they observe a 1.24x 

average write speedup with 4% quality loss. For the persistent datasets they observe a 1.7x write 

speedup with less than 10% quality loss. Regarding SSD lifetime extension, they observe a mean 

extension of 18% for main-memory applications and 36% for persistent storage with quality loss 

limited to 10%. 

Xu et al. [19] propose SoftFlash for removing strong ECC SSD requirements for applications with 

inherent error resilience in order to reduce non-trivial ECC overhead at the cost of application-

level quality output. As mentioned prior, SSDs are prone to variety of soft errors and use ECC to 
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ensure 100% reliable operation but at the cost of significant energy, performance, and area 

overhead. In an evaluation of four common ECCs (Hamming, Reed-Solomon (RS), Bose-

Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH), and Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC)), they find that they all 

add 20% overhead to memory read performance and an energy overhead of at least 200% for a set 

of benchmarks with different memory access patterns. SoftFlash works by estimating the error rate 

of the SSD, identifying and providing application quality requirements for the SSD, and storing 

data with the appropriate ECC strength (potentially none). They evaluate a set of data-intensive 

applications on flash storage with faults injected at rate representative of real flash memory bit 

error rates (BER). SoftFlash has a low implementation cost because it only requires changes to the 

OS and SSD firmware. 

2.1.4 STT-MRAM Access Reliability 

One area of emerging memories is Spin Transfer Torque Magnetic Random Access Memory (STT-

MRAM), also known as spintronic memory, which offer high capacity, high performance, non-

volatility, and low cost [52]. The primary drawbacks to STT-MRAM though are the high energy 

cost of performing reads and writes and retention failures due to thermal scaling limitations [53, 

54, 57]. STT-MRAM represents logic values as spin orientation in a ferromagnetic material. A 

typical STT-MRAM bit cell consists of an access transistor and a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), 

as shown in Figure 2.5. Within the MTJ, the relative spin orientation of its layers determines stored 

logic value. To read a cell, a voltage is induced across the access transistor and MTJ and the 

resulting MTJ current is compared against a reference current to determine the value. To write a 

cell, a current large enough to switch the MTJ’s relative orientation is applied to the MTJ through 

one direction or the other, depending on the value being written in. 
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Figure 2.5: STT-MRAM bit cell consisting of a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) and an access 

transistor. Attribution: (Ranjan et al. 2017) [56]. 

Ranjan et al. [53] seek to improve the energy efficiency of STT-MRAM by approximating the read 

and write access mechanisms and propose a QCMem, a quality configurable memory array, that 

serves as a scratchpad memory. They approximate reads by lowering the read voltage that is 

applied across the MTJ, which lowers the current and increases the probability of a read error. 

They approximate writes by lowering the write pulse duration (length of time write current is 

applied) to below the average time it takes for an MTJ bit cell to switch, which increases the 

probability the bit cell is not properly switched. These approximation techniques reduce energy 

consumption by decreasing the amount of current necessary to read and the length of time a write 

current needs to be applied. These approximate STT-MRAM access techniques are applied within 

QCMem, which includes a quality decoder module for controlling the quality level of individual 

RAM columns. They integrate QCMem within a vector processor architecture [55] that includes 

precise and approximate processing elements and add quality fields to the vector load/store 

instructions so quality level may be specified. These load/store instructions communicate to the 

QCMem quality decoder the level of quality required for the STT-MRAM array. This cross-layer 

interaction demonstrates how hardware quality control knobs can be exposed to software controls. 

In their evaluation they use SPICE-compatible MTJ models to simulate and characterize the 

QCMem energy and performance metrics. They then simulate the vector processor with a 1MB 

sized QCMem in a cycle-accurate simulator and run a set of RMS benchmark applications from 

[1] and use classification accuracy as the quality metric. Compared to a precise STT-MRAM array, 

they find that QCMem reduces application energy consumption by 19.5% and 28% for under 0.5% 

and 7.5% quality loss respectively. Within the memory subsystem they find a 40% reduction in 
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memory access energy consumption with write and ready energy efficiency improving by 1.76x 

and 1.48x respectively. 

In further work Ranjan et al. [56] propose STAxCache, an L2 approximate spintronic cache with 

a mix of algorithmic and error-tolerance approaches to approximating STT-MRAM. These 

approaches include: 1) LSB read skipping, 2) lowering read current, 3) write skipping, 4) lowering 

write duration, and 5) bit-cell refresh skipping. The STAxCache is broken up into ways of varying 

quality guarantees that are managed by a quality table and quality controller, similar to the 

approach in QuARK [54], a concurrent work on STT-MRAM caches. To summarize each method: 

1) Read energy can be saved by gating the bit lines to LSB cells whose values are insignificant to 

computation and return zeros instead, which is an intentional quality reduction. 2) The bit-cell read 

current can be lowered to save energy at the cost of increased probability of read failure, which 

relies on the MTJ medium to induce error. 3) Skipping writes to cache blocks when the difference 

between the old and new block falls within a specified quality constraint to save write energy, 

which is an intentional quality reduction. 4) Decrease bit cell write duration, which saves energy 

by applying current for a shorter period of time, but increases the probability that the MTJ fails to 

switch, which relies on the MTJ medium to induce error. 5) Reduce the rate of nominally required 

refreshes for low-quality ways, which relies on the MTJ medium to induce error. In a similar 

manner to many other works [8, 18, 24], STAxCache exposes hardware quality control knobs to 

the programmer to specify safe-to-approximate data by adding a new instruction to the ISA which 

specifies approximate memory regions and their quality requirements. This new instruction 

updates STAxCache’s quality table, which the quality controller uses to regulate cache access 

quality. In their evaluation of STAxCache, the authors characterize a SPICE model of an STT-

MRAM bit-cell, which they use for a model of STAxCache that is implemented as the L2 cache 

in the gem5 architectural simulator [58]. They evaluate STAxCache with several RMS benchmark 

applications and quality metrics from [1]. They find that STAxCache compared to an accurate 

STT-MRAM cache improves average energy consumption by 1.44x and 1.93x for 0.5% and 3.5% 

maximum quality degradation respectively. They also find that STAxCache improves average 

write and read energy efficiency by 1.56x and 1.03x for 0.5% maximum quality loss respectively.  
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2.2 Architecture Level Storage Optimization 

At the architectural level, approximate storage ignores the common norms for maintaining data 

and program integrity. Approximation techniques typically focus on mitigating performance 

degradation from long memory access latencies. We will review ISA support techniques, 

approximations that exploit load value prediction, and approaches that improve the effective 

storage capacity of the cache. 

2.2.1 Architecture and Programming Support 

Many works in approximate storage focus on how to exploit accuracy at a particular level of the 

design hierarchy to improve energy consumption and performance, but do not address the issue of 

how programmers can effectively utilize these approximation techniques. Challenges in effectively 

implementing approximate storage deal with quality assurance and crossing layers of design 

abstraction. Application designers need ways to ensure an acceptable level of application output 

quality, or quality of service (QoS) when operating on approximate hardware and need to be able 

to program approximate systems without wasting time navigating design abstraction boundaries 

themselves [16, 17]. Fortunately, researchers have presented several architectural support 

techniques for programmers to implement approximate storage, which will be discussed in this 

section. 

Baek et al. [17] observe that many approximation techniques used by programmers are ad-hoc and 

do not provide QoS guarantees. To address this issue, they propose Green, a framework that 

provides programmers seeking energy/performance improvements support for approximate 

programming and meeting QoS goals. Green allows programmers to approximate functions by 

substituting precise functions with user-defined approximate versions and loops through early 

termination. Green generates QoS model using a calibration version of a target program and 

compiles the target program that was annotated with Green extension to create an approximate 

program. Green monitors the program during runtime and is able to recalibrate the approximate 

functions and loops in case QoS targets are not being met. This recalibration scheme also ensure 

that the errors introduced by individual approximations do not compound into errors that are 
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detrimental to QoS. The authors evaluated Green for performance, energy consumption, and QoS 

on a desktop and server machines with a back-end web search engine and other applications and 

benchmarks. In cases where quality loss was negligible, they observed over 20% energy 

consumption and performance improvement, and in cases where quality loss was less than 10% 

they saw up to 50% improvements in energy consumption and performance (metrics relative to 

precise implementations). 

Sampson et al. [16] provide instruction set architecture (ISA) support for approximate computing 

and storage substrates through EnerJ, a Java language extension that introduces type qualifiers to 

distinguish approximate and precise program data. EnerJ does not define or implement any 

approximation technique itself, but provides support for programmers developing applications on 

approximate systems or hardware. EnerJ approximations won’t save energy or improve 

performance if there is no underlying approximate system or hardware to accompany it. EnerJ uses 

type annotations, endorsements, contextual data types and other language extensions to ensure 

approximate and precise data are insulated from each other unless explicitly connected by the 

programmer. For instance, it is illegal to assign an approximate value to a precise value unless the 

programmer explicitly endorses the assignment. This allows programmers to easily protect and 

isolate precise control-flow and critical application data from approximate data. Explicit control 

over the influence of approximate data on precise data allows programmers to write approximate 

programs that are guaranteed to not crash unless they have failed to safely control their 

approximate data. Additionally, values are precise by default, which ensures that no approximate 

values exist without the programmer’s explicit declaration. The authors evaluate EnerJ on an 

approximation-aware hardware model simulation which includes precise and approximate 

registers, functional units (FUs), SRAM cache, and DRAM for several approximate compute and 

storage strategies: FU voltage scaling, DRAM refresh [8], floating-point (FP) mantissa truncation, 

and low SRAM supply voltage. Recall that the focus of EnerJ is providing ISA support for 

approximate and precise data types; these approximation techniques are used to demonstrate the 

capabilities of EnerJ to work with any approximate hardware. They annotate a variety of 

benchmark kernels with EnerJ extensions to enable the approximate compute and storage 

techniques and run them through the simulator. They observe energy savings between 9% and 
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48% relative to precise only benchmark simulations. They also make notes about the effect of each 

approximation technique on application output, which they had to define on their own due to the 

difficulty of finding a universal “acceptable quality” metric [14]. Errors from the DRAM refresh 

and FP mantissa truncation techniques had near negligible impacts on. Errors from the SRAM 

supply voltage and FU voltage scaling techniques had significant impacts on output quality. 

Finally, the authors note that making EnerJ annotations to programs was not labor intensive and 

they were able to do it with unfamiliar benchmark code bases, which shows that EnerJ can easily 

be used to support any approximate system or hardware. EnerJ has proven to be a very useful tool 

as many of the works discussed in this review have made use of it. 

2.2.2 Memory Load Skipping and Prediction 

When a program’s load instruction inevitably misses in the L1 cache, then data must be fetched 

from a higher level cache or main memory. Compared to L1 cache access, higher level on-chip 

caches take longer to access and off-chip main memory takes orders of magnitude longer to access. 

These long access latencies can stall processors and limit performance, which can be detrimental 

to data-intensive applications that frequently access main memory. Load value prediction is an 

architectural technique that attempts to predict the value of a load when a cache misses. It 

immediately supplies a predicted value to the processor, then checks if the prediction was correct 

when the load operation returns data to the predictor. If a loaded value arrives from memory and 

it does not match the predicted value, then a hazard has occurred and the processor must rollback 

to that load instruction to correct the value. Thwaites et al. [20] and Miguel et al. [22] both observed 

that load value prediction can be approximated to improve performance and energy consumption 

because error-resilient applications can tolerate small errors in predicted load values. This 

technique implements approximation at single instruction granularity. 

Thwaites et al. [20-21] proposed Rollback-Free Value Prediction (RFVP) to reduce the number of 

processor roll-backs and to free up memory bandwidth on cache misses for error-resilient 

applications. RFVP accomplishes this by predicting when loads are safe-to-approximate, then 

intercepting and dropping a percentage of cache misses bound for memory. Note that a cache miss 

event is what triggers RFVP; the purpose is to avoid long latency memory accesses when a cache 
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misses. Approximate loads can tolerate differences between prediction and actual value, thus 

eliminating the need for processor rollbacks when prediction is wrong. Dropping blocks (or cache-

lines) on cache miss reduces the number of memory requests, thus freeing up memory bandwidth. 

The rate at which RFVP drops blocks serves as an approximation control knob for the quality-

energy tradeoff; dropping more blocks saves energy by reducing data traffic, but also increases 

error because the load predictor does not receive load data to train off of for improving the accuracy 

of future predictions. Their approximate value predictor is based off a (precise) two-delta predictor 

design. They extend an ISA to support an approximate load instruction and an instruction for 

controlling the drop rate for blocks. They also use programmer annotations, similar to the work in 

EnerJ [16], to mark safe-to-approximate data because some application data is too critical to 

approximate [10]. They evaluate RFVP in CPU [20] and GPU [21] simulators. For CPU, they 

evaluate a set of SPEC benchmarks and observe a mean performance improvement of 8.1% with 

an average quality loss of 0.8%, where quality loss is defined by the root mean square error 

(RMSE) between precise and approximate program output. For GPU, they evaluate image and 

other GPU benchmarks and observe an average performance improvement of 36% and energy 

reduction of 27% for 10% quality loss, where quality loss is defined by RMSE, average 

displacement, and mismatch rate depending on the benchmark. Additionally, for only 5% quality 

loss, they observe an average performance improvement of 16% and energy reduction of 14%. 

Miguel et al. [22] proposed Load Value Approximation (LVA), a concurrently developed 

technique similar to RFVP, which estimates memory load values on cache miss to reduce load 

latency and energy consumption for error-resilient applications. On cache miss, LVA predicts the 

value that will be loaded based on recent global and local load data, then supplies that value to the 

processor so it can continue executing instructions without waiting for the value to load all the way 

from memory. LVA also eliminates the need for rollbacks since a mismatch between the 

approximately predicted value and the actual load value is acceptable. They note that floating-

point values are an ideal candidate for LVA because very small differences in the bits of the 

mantissa would cause a conventional load predictor to trigger a rollback, whereas error-resilient 

applications can tolerate those small differences. LVA predicts values using global and local load 

instruction contexts. Its design is illustrated in Figure 2.6. A global history buffer tracks all recent 
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loads and serves as an index for an approximator table of local history buffers. Each local history 

buffer tracks loads for a given tag, which is created from a hash of global history buffer values and 

load instruction address. An approximate load value is generated from some function of the values 

in the local history buffer (i.e. average).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.6: Load value approximation (LVA) architecture overview (a) and design (b). The 

highlighted box in (a) represents the design in (b). Upon a load miss X in the cache (a.1), the Load 

Value Approximator generates an approximate X value (a.2), which the processor will compute 

with (a.3a). The missed load X is still fetched from main memory (a.3b) for the approximator in 

order to improve the accuracy (a.4) of future load approximations. The load value approximator 

(b) uses context from the load instruction address and a global history buffer to select an entry in 

the approximator table, where it will then select a load value based on a local history buffer. 

Attribution: (Miguel et al. 2014) [22]. 

LVA implements an approximation degree control knob for quality-energy similar to RFVP’s; the 

approximation degree controls how many times LVA drop blocks (or cache-lines) before loading 

one to further train the load predictor. Every block that does not make a memory request saves 

energy, but also skips an opportunity to train the load predictor, which potentially increases load 

value error. The load predictor relies on real load values to adjust its global and local history buffers 
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in order to provide more accurate value predictions. In their evaluations, they use EnerJ [16] to 

annotate data that is safe to approximate for LVA. In their simulations, they evaluate a set of 

PARSEC 3.0 applications on a multi-processor system. They find that LVA improves application 

performance by 8.5% on average for approximation degrees of 0, 4, and 16, while maintaining 

around 10% application output error. They also find energy reductions of 7.2% and 12.6% for 

degrees 4 and 16. There are nearly zero energy saving for approximation degree 0 because it does 

not drop any blocks, meaning it makes a typical amount of memory requests. 

In another approach, Kislal et al. [23] propose exploiting the inherent error resilience of decision 

tree learning algorithms (DTL) by skipping some main memory accesses on cache miss with a 

data access skipping module (DASM). Their work focuses on DTL algorithms that are common 

in data-intensive mining applications. By reducing the number of loads from main memory (long 

latency) performed after L2 cache misses, they can significantly improve the performance of DTL 

based applications for low quality loss. In a small experiment, they show that randomly skipping 

1-5% of DTL data points results in only worst case 8% accuracy loss, which indicates that a small 

percentage of application data can be skipped without detrimental effects on accuracy and that 

more skips results in lower accuracy. They also note that data access latency depends on where 

the data resides in the memory hierarchy, which gives it a variable latency. Costly accesses miss 

in the LLC and cheap accesses hit at on-chip caches. Since accuracy depends on the quantity of 

data skips and performance depends on the cost of data access, they posit that they can achieve 

improved significantly improved performance for low quality loss by selectively skipping a few 

costly memory accesses. Using a skip ratio, their framework will randomly skip memory load 

requests to make sure data points are not repeatedly skipped across iterations of the DTL algorithm. 

The DASM is hardware add-on to the cache controller which can intercept memory access requests 

at a rate determined by the skip ratio. When a request is not skipped, the load request is sent to 

memory as normal then returned to the processor. When a request is skipped, the DASM will 

return Not-a-Number (NaN) to the processor (as opposed to the load value) and leave it to the 

programmer to replace the missing load value. The authors propose a DTL last-point heuristic 

prediction technique, which essentially uses the last similar data value within a DTL context. In 

their evaluations, they note that their heuristic has a higher average accuracy and lower deviation 
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than random value replacement. They evaluate the DASM based framework by running a data 

mining benchmark on two system simulations: one with a uniform cache architecture and one with 

a Network-On-Chip (NoC) based architecture. For the uniform architecture with a 3% skip rate, 

they observed a 45-50% reduction in memory access time and a 15% improvement in average 

execution time for only 5% loss in accuracy. Data for the NoC based architecture with a 3% skip 

rate was extremely similar.  

2.2.3 Approximate Caches 

Another approximate storage approach exploits data similarity across blocks in caches in order to 

improve effective cache capacity and performance. Miguel et al. [42, 44] introduce two approaches 

to approximate caches: Doppelganger, which de-duplicates similar blocks; and the Bunker Cache, 

which exploits spatio-value similarity to map similar blocks to the same cache location. 

Miguel et al. [42], introduce Doppelganger, a last-level cache (LLC) design that de-duplicates 

similar blocks by using a single data entry to store them. The authors hypothesize that by 

approximately storing similar values in the same block entry, LLC area and energy consumption 

can be significantly reduced. Cache blocks are considered approximately similar if the differences 

between all elements across blocks is within some specified threshold, which is determined at 

design time in order to meet application output quality needs. When blocks are similar, their cache 

tags are associated with a single block entry in the Doppelganger cache that approximately 

represents all similar blocks. A simplified diagram illustrating this concept is shown in Figure 2.7 

below. In practice, a normal LLC would be split into part normal cache for precise data and part 

Doppelganger for approximate data. Upon insertions, Doppelganger compares blocks values with 

an approximate similarity map consisting of a hash function and mapping step. 
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Figure 2.7: Doppelganger cache concept. Doppelganger associates tags of similar blocks with 

same entry in an approximate data array. This significantly reduces the size of the data array 

necessary to store approximately similar data. Attribution: (Miguel et al. 2015) [42]. 

They implement Doppelganger in a cycle-accurate x86 architecture simulator, use EnerJ [16] to 

annotate benchmark program data that is safe to approximately store, and assume the ISA support 

presented in [36] to identify approximate data to the hardware. Doppelganger’s approximation of 

data results in 10% or lower quality reduction. Relative to a baseline 2MB LLC, they achieve LLC 

dynamic and leakage energy reductions of 2.55x and 1.41x, which correspond to 1.19x and 1.28x 

dynamic and leakage reductions for the total on-chip cache hierarchy. For area, they achieve 1.55x 

and 1.36x reductions for LLC and total on-chip cache hierarchy respectively. With regards to 

performance overhead due to an increase in LLC misses, Doppelganger incurs a 3.4% increase in 

off-chip memory traffic; they do not an incurred energy overhead for this increased off-chip traffic. 

In addition to these results, they compare Doppelganger with a well-known, on-chip cache 

compression algorithm, Base-Delta-Immediate (BΔI) [43], to evaluate its effectiveness in saving 

storage space; they find for the same set of benchmarks that Doppelganger saves 37.9% of storage 

on average compared to 20.9% for BΔI. Doppelganger’s implementation cost is high due to the 

architectural changes it makes to LLC. 

In another value similarity approach to caches, Miguel et al. [44] present the Bunker Cache, which 

exploits the spatio-value similarity of data stored in memory, in order to save energy and improve 

memory access performance. They define spatio-value similarity as “similarity in data values at 

regular intervals” and state this is a common occurrence when storing multi-dimensional structures 
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in one-dimensional memory. The authors first explore spatio-value similarity by comparing values 

from approximate computing applications from the PERFECT and AxBench suites [45, 46] across 

memory address based off arbitrary sweeping strides. As shown in Figure 2.8, they observe 

periodic points where application quality peaks or degrades depending on stride length, leading 

them to believe spatio-value locality can be effectively exploited. The Bunker Cache works by 

applying a mapping function to a conventional cache, which defines the similarity stride, which 

must be defined by the programmer, and a radix, which acts as the approximation control knob for 

similarity mapping. This function maps blocks to bunkaddresses based off their physical 

addresses. Since Bunker Cache only needs address data to map data, this approach has low 

overhead. Additionally, this means they can improve cache hit rates by proactively approximating 

data since they can read from the bunkaddress. The Bunker Cache dedicates a bit in the 

bunkaddress to differentiating between approximate and precise data. They evaluate their work 

using a full-system cycle simulator with Bunker Cache as the LLC and using benchmarks from 

the aforementioned sources [45, 46] with support from an approximate code annotator [16, 17, 47] 

and ISA extensions [36]. For a y-dimension similarity radix of 2 (conservative), 8 (moderate), and 

64 (extreme), they observe an average root-mean-square error of 3.7%, 7.7%, and 13.4%. For radix 

2 and 64, they observe average energy savings of 1.18x and 1.39x and average performance 

improvement of 1.08x and 1.19x respectively. 

 

Figure 2.8: Application output quality due to sweeping similarity strides. Peaks indicate a high 

degree of similarity between data separated by the similarity stride length. Troughs indicate a low 

degree of similarity. Attribution: (Miguel et al. 2016) [44]. 
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2.3 Algorithm Level Storage Optimization 

In this section we review algorithmic techniques for approximate storage including precision 

scaling and look-up tables (LUTs). “Algorithmic” is broad term that can label techniques in circuits 

and architectures too, but we will use it to refer to processes and methods for approximation that 

are independent of specific hardware or system constructs. Whereas circuit level techniques rely 

on noise and defects in hardware to approximate data, algorithmic techniques deterministically 

approximate data. 

2.3.1 Precision Scaling of Data 

Precision scaling, the process of disregarding some number of least-significant bits (LSBs) in a 

data word, is a common approximate technique that is easily applied to computation, 

communication, and storage [39, 41, 80, 81]. The motivation for precision scaling is that LSBs 

have the smallest impact on quality, but cost the same as more significant bits. Precision scaling 

can save energy by reducing the amount of data that needs to be transported in a system, the amount 

of memory needed to store a word, and the amount of switching in an arithmetic unit. In this section 

we will discuss approximate storage techniques based off precision scaling. 

In consideration of RMS applications, Tian et al. [37] present ApproxMA, a dynamic precision 

scaling framework for off-chip memory accesses that reorganizes data words into words 

containing subsets based on the bit-significance of each word. This reorganization of words is 

illustrated in Figure 2.9. For example, a stored 32-bit word would contain the 4 most-significant 

bits (MSBs) of 8 normal 32-bit words. The next 7 stored words would contain following 4-bit 

subsets of the remaining 28 bits per word, with the last stored word containing the 4 LSBs of each 

normal word. Using a memory access controller and runtime precision controller, both 

implemented in software, they are able to control the precision that they retrieve data from memory 

with. The runtime precision controller monitors error bounds on modeling data during computation 

and subsequently updates a precision constraint table, which is used to determine the precision 

scaling allowable for a memory access. They evaluate ApproxMA on various datasets with two 

clustering algorithms: Gaussian mixture model-based (GMM) and k-means. They define model 
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deviation and testing data error rate as their application quality metric, which represent the distance 

between an approximate and accurate model and the percentage of misassigned clustering data 

respectively. They observe an average memory access energy savings of 51% for GMM and 52% 

for k-means, with near-zero quality loss under both metrics. They note that ApproxMA has some 

energy consumption overhead due to its data reorganizing process, but state that is negligible and 

do not present any data for it. We believe this is a reasonable assumption given the orders of 

magnitude greater energy consumption of memory access operations compared to compute 

operations [6]. Since this framework can be implemented in only software, it has broad 

applicability, but can likely be made more efficient if implemented within memory controller 

hardware. 

 

Figure 2.9: ApproxMA off-chip memory data format. A, B, …, H represent the original data words, 

which are now separated into 4-bit segments and distributed across 8 memory blocks. The first 

block stores the 4 MSBs of each word and each subsequent block stores the next most significant 

4-bits for each set of words. Attribution: (Tian et al. 2015) [37]. 

Ranjan et al. [18] propose approximately compressing non-critical data before writing it to off-

chip memory (and subsequently decompressing it when reading it back) in order to reduce memory 

traffic and use a runtime quality controller to ensure application quality targets are met. By 

reducing the overall quantity of data being transported, they reduce DRAM write/read energy 

costs. They approximately compress data through bidirectional precision scaling, where they 

truncate some number of MSBs and LSBs, as shown in Figure 2.10. These truncations typically 
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introduce insignificant errors because the LSBs are of little significance and the MSBs, which are 

zero or sign-extended, are recovered with a padding bit. Their work allows the programmer to 

identify non-critical data for approximation by specifying memory regions for it, set a quality 

target for the runtime controller, and define a quality evaluation function. During runtime, their 

quality control framework compares quality output with the target quality and makes adjustments 

to approximation as necessary. They evaluated their method on FPGA with recognition and 

detection benchmark applications from [1]. They observed an average performance improvement 

of 11.5% and average energy improvements of 1.28x, all while maintaining less than 1.5% 

application quality loss. They note that their work has broader applicability over works that focus 

on approximating at the memory technology/circuit level because their work can be applied to any 

off-chip memory subsystem since their modification is in the memory controller. 

 

Figure 2.10: Bidirectional precision scaling of storage data. M and L indicate the number of MSBs 

and LSBs to be truncated from each word. Upon decompression, the truncated MSBs are replaced 

with the stored PadBit and the LSBs are replaced with zeros. Attribution: (Ranjan et al. 2017) [18]. 

Observing that many general purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU) workloads are bounded 

by memory bandwidth, Sathish et al. [64] propose lossless and lossy compression techniques for 

transferring data between GPU and off-chip memory to improve the efficiency of available 

memory channels. They use C-Pack, developed by Chen et al. [62], for lossless compression of 

blocks transferred to DRAM. For lossy compression, they apply precision scaling to floating-point 

(FP) data by truncating some number of LSBs, then compress it with C-Pack. Their lossy 

compression scheme is shown in Figure 2.11. They note that reducing the precision of FP data has 

very little impact on the accuracy of results because the LSBs of the mantissa contribute very little 
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to the overall value represented by a FP number. They point out that truncating the 8 LSBs of a 

32-bit FP number for all words in a block would effectively reduce bandwidth usage by 25%. 

Through modification of a GPU memory function, the programmer can specify the degree of 

truncation (none, 8-bit, 12-bit, or 16-bit) to apply to FP data. This is the quality-energy control 

knob for this approximate storage scheme. They evaluate their lossless and lossy link compression 

schemes in a GPU architecture simulator with a set of memory-bound and compute-bound 

benchmark workloads. They report for memory-bound workloads that lossy compression with 8, 

12, or 16 bits of truncation improves workload performance by 15%-41% compared to lossless 

compression and error is limited to a normalized root-mean-square error of 10-5 to 10 -3. 

 

Figure 2.11: Lossy compression of floating-point (FP) data in hardware achieved by combining 

truncation with lossless compression. LSBs of FP data words are truncated before applying lossless 

compression to a whole block of data words. Truncating the LSBs increases the efficiency of the 

lossless compression. Attribution: (Sathish et al. 2012) [64]. 

2.3.2 Memoization and Look-Up Tables 

One general technique to reduce the cost of complex computations (i.e. trigonometric functions) 

is to store the outputs to a corresponding set of inputs in a memo or look-up table (LUT) in 

hardware for future use [48]. This can be done by either predefining LUT values or by storing 
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computed values during runtime. This saves future instructions’ energy and possibly time since 

they can use a pre-stored value or reuse a previously calculated value instead of performing long 

and/or complex arithmetic. However, the set of input combinations, and therefore computations 

that can be saved, is directly limited by the size of the LUT. Since it would be infeasible to store 

all the outputs for all possible function inputs, LUTs typically store the outputs for frequent input 

patterns. One class of approximate storage algorithms seeks to approximate LUTs in order to 

increase their effectiveness by improving the probability of output reuse. 

Early on, Alveraz et al. [40] proposed a fuzzy memoization technique using a LUT to exploit the 

inherent error resilience of multimedia applications for mobile systems. They use the term “fuzzy” 

in this work, but in current literature the term is superseded by “approximate.” Their goal is to 

improve function reuse for floating-point (FP) operations, which are difficult to achieve a high 

degree of reuse with due to the extremely precise nature of FP values. They take a conventional 

double precision (64-bit) FP ALU and LUT functional unit and compare it with one that has a 

fuzzy LUT. This microarchitecture is shown in Figure 2.12. Typically, the input FP operands’ less 

significant mantissa bits are XOR’d together to form a read address that is input to the LUT, and 

if it successfully finds a reuse value, then that is use instead of performing FP multiplication or 

division. With their fuzzy LUT, they approximate input operands before LUT read by removing 

some number of LSBs from the FP mantissa. They define N as the tolerance level, which they use 

in quality evaluation of their technique. This precision reduction, a form of precision scaling, 

allows for inputs similar to some previously input set to reuse that previous set’s stored 

computation result. Whereas in a precise LUT, a set of inputs may only use an LUT entry with a 

precise match, they may now use any similar value where the difference in values lies within those 

lower N mantissa bits. To summarize, their fuzzy LUT will increase computation reuse rates at the 

cost of quality. The authors evaluate their fuzzy LUT against a precise LUT on an embedded 

processor system simulator with a benchmark suite of multimedia applications including audio, 

image, 3D rendering, and speech recognition and use signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as their quality 

metric, noting that any SNR above 30dB has nearly imperceptible error to humans. They find for 

a tolerance level, N, of up to 30, there is no change in SNR, but over the range 31 to 46, reuse rates 

steadily increase while SNR drops. For the FP unit, they observe average energy savings of 35% 
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and 9% for the fuzzy and precise LUT respectively over a baseline FP unit without a LUT. This 

work has low implementation overhead because it only requires small modification to existing FP-

LUT functional units. 

 

Figure 2.12: Fuzzy memoization architecture. Results of floating-point arithmetic logic unit 

(FPALU) are stored in a memo, or look-up, table (LUT) for reuse. Later, the two input operands 

are used to generate an address to search the LUT with. In this architecture, some number, N, of 

least significant mantissa bits are truncated from each operand before searching the LUT. In a 

precise LUT, only a precise match for a set of inputs may be returned as the function result, but 

now similar values can be used when the difference in values lies within those lower N mantissa 

bits. When a result is found in the LUT, the FPALU is bypassed and the result is directly output. 

Attribution: (Alveraz et al. 2005) [40]. 

Tian et al. [49] present ApproxLUT, an approximate LUT that enables variable degrees of 

approximation by computing the output based on an error bound in addition to the input operand. 

They accomplish this by designing a LUT with two levels and with lightweight error 

compensation. The second level holds a set of sub-tables which each stores finer granularity of 

results than the first table. The error compensation is an optional portion of arithmetic that can be 

used to reduce the error induced by approximation. They designed ApproxLUT to approximate 
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functions for error-resilient kernels with compute-intensive functions, including trigonometric, 

exponential, and logarithmic functions, because they are the most amenable to and worthy of 

approximation, which is consistent with the observations in [1]. For each of these functions they 

specify a number of points across the continuous output value range and then select a number of 

those based on their error-bounds to store in the LUT. ApproxLUT has 4 approximation modes, 

which are defined by which level table is accessed and if compensation is used. 2nd level lookup 

with compensation is the most accurate approximation and 1st level without compensation is the 

least accurate. The approximation mode for a given function lookup is determined by the input 

error bound, which is compared against 4 threshold error bounds corresponding to the 4 

approximation modes. ApproxLUT is evaluated on a memristor RAM model (although it can be 

applied to any memory technology) with benchmarks simulated on CPU system simulator. Energy 

savings and error expectation of ApproxLUT compared to normal computation for various 

functions are presented in Table 2.2. The error expectation is the expected deviation from original 

value for all points stored in the LUT. Its shown that trigonometric functions can achieve energy 

savings of at least 50% with very low error expectation using approximation mode 1. Exponential 

and logarithmic functions actually incur energy savings at approximation mode 1, but can achieve 

high energy savings by removing the error compensation. 

Table 2.2: Error expectations, which are the expected deviation from original value for all points 

stored in LUT, and energy savings (Es) for trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic functions 

and their value domains using ApproxLUT, relative to normal computation. Attribution: (Tian et 

al. 2017) [49]. 

Approximation Mode 

cos x 

 

tan x 

 

ex 

 

ln x 

 

[0,π/2], 

[0,1] 

[0,2π/5], 

[0,3.08] 

[0,3], 

[0,20.09] 

[1,10], 

[0,1.61] 

1 (2nd level, w/comp.) 
error 

Es 

1.03e-05 

49.85% 

1.65e-05 

59.55% 

0.0008 

-2.76% 

7.13e-06 

-9.98% 

2 (1st level, w/comp.) 
error 

Es 

0.0015 

55.41% 

0.0033 

64.03% 

0.1534 

8.64% 

0.0016 

2.21% 

3 (2nd level, w/o comp.) 
error 

Es 

0.0043 

88.87% 

0.0045 

91.03% 

0.0556 

77.20% 

0.0022 

75.60% 

4 (1st level, w/o comp.) 
error 

Es 

0.0414 

94.44% 

0.0559 

95.51% 

0.7912 

88.60% 

0.0333 

87.80% 
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3 Proposed Work: Improving Compression 

with Precision Scaling 

As compute capabilities continue to scale, memory capacity and bandwidth continue to lag behind. 

Data compression is an effective approach to reducing both memory and interconnect bandwidth 

requirements; but prior works have focused primarily on lossless compression and retrieval for 

data-critical applications. While data integrity is critical to many applications, a growing number 

of memory-bound RMS applications contain non-critical program data; this property can be 

exploited to improve memory performance and capacity. In this chapter, we enable approximate 

storage to exploit the inherent error resilience of multimedia and other applications, through lossy 

compression, to improve storage without adversely affecting application functionality. We realize 

an incidence of approximate storage through modification of the Base-Delta-Immediate algorithm 

[43] to create a lossy memory compression algorithm that can be applied to cache, link, and main 

memory architectures. We conclude that approximate storage is an effective and promising 

technique for improving effective memory capacity and decreasing the energy cost of memory 

access; results show that memory capacity can be increased by 15% and memory access energy 

costs can be reduced by 15% with only 3% loss in application quality. 

3.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the performance bottleneck of data-intensive media and RMS 

applications are lies in the memory hierarchy, where memory accesses come with high latency and 

energy costs. Data-intensive application performance will suffer if novel solutions aren’t presented 

to overcome off-chip bandwidth limitations. In Chapter 2, we observed many approximate storage 

techniques that address challenges in the memory hierarchy in order to improve application 

performance and decrease storage costs. 
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Another general solution to these memory performance issues is lossless data compression. This 

research direction focuses on increasing effective memory capacity to improve application 

performance. There already exists a substantial body of knowledge on compression at the cache, 

link, and main memory levels. Works on cache compression seek to improve effective cache 

capacity to reduce the cache miss rate and subsequently reduce the number of main memory 

accesses [9, 43, 61-63]. Cache compression/decompression requires extremely low latency 

operation to prevent caches themselves from becoming a performance bottleneck. Link 

compression focuses on compressing data for interconnect transport before storage in main 

memory [9, 18, 64]. Many published works on improving memory performance focus on 

increasing effective storage capacity and bandwidth through compression [63, 65, 66], but nearly 

all of them are limited by their lossless nature.  

Lossy compression achieves much higher compression ratios than lossless compression by trading 

off data integrity (typically in media data). The inherent error resilience of some applications 

makes lossy compression feasible for program data. Inherent error resilience (IER) is the property 

of an application to produce acceptable outputs despite underlying computation errors or 

approximations [1]. Sources of IER include: noisy or redundant inputs, lack of perfect answer or 

outputs for human perception, and statistical or iterative computational patterns. Most prior work 

in memory compression does not consider a target application domain when compressing data, 

and therefore only consider lossless compression, in order to restore fidelity perfectly for all 

program data. In consideration of error-resilient applications, such as image search, hand written 

digit classification, and eye detection, approximating data through lossy compression can increase 

effective bandwidth and memory capacity more than lossless memory compression could. Works 

by Ranjan et al. [18] and Sathish et al. [64] are some of the first to explore lossy memory 

compression for data-intensive applications. 

In this chapter, we propose a general purpose approximate storage technique to improve effective 

storage capacity and the energy consumption of memory accesses. We realize approximate storage 

through a lossy modification of the Base-Delta-Immediate (BΔI) lossless compression scheme 

[43]. Our work differs from lossless compression schemes works because it exploits the inherent 

error resilience (IER) of media and RMS applications. Our work also differs from the discussed 
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circuit level approximate storage techniques because ours deterministically approximates data 

while those allow errors to be introduced passively. Our work trades off data quality for 

improvements in memory subsystem capacity and energy consumption. We make the following 

contributions: 

 We extend BΔI with dynamic precision scaling before compression arithmetic. The 

low dynamic range of words across a block suggests that approximation of deltas will 

improve compression ratios without significantly affecting data integrity. 

 We evaluate the impact of our approximate storage technique on effective storage 

capacity by measuring compression ratio improvement and on media quality by 

measuring peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index (SSIM), and 

image classification quality metrics. 

 We estimate the improvement in memory access energy consumption as a result of our 

lossy compression and evaluate the hardware overhead of implementing our 

approximate storage technique. 

Section 3.2 summarizes the lossless BΔI compression algorithm that we extend. Section 3.3 

presents our approximate storage algorithm. In Section 3.4, we discuss our evaluation 

methodology for our algorithm. We present our results in Section 3.5. 

3.2 BΔI Lossless Compression 

When exploring lossless memory compression techniques to exploit for approximate storage, we 

sought a technique which primarily has extremely low latency. Other traits such as complexity and 

area were secondary. Low latency is important because memory access operations already have 

long latency relative to compute operations. The latency penalty incurred by a memory 

compression/decompression unit should not critically degrade memory access latency. 

Pekhimenko et. al [43] proposed Base-Delta-Immediate (BΔI), a value-based lossless cache 

compression scheme, which is extremely low latency. Compression and decompression take about 

1-2 and 1 cycles respectively. BΔI is implemented as a simple two-stage scheme (arithmetic and 
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encoding selection) and does not need a dictionary, which would incur storage and maintenance 

penalties, as shown in [62]. The major drawback to BΔI is its high area overhead due to the use of 

adders in parallel. 

BΔI encodes a block, or cache line, of words as a base value followed by an array of delta values. 

A block is typically the size of a cache line, 32 or 64 bytes. In this paper, we consider the 32-byte 

block size. Compression is achieved by storing the block as a base and an array of deltas with an 

encoding symbol, as opposed to an uncompressed array of raw values. A given uncompressed 

block and its corresponding compressed block are respectively defined by 

𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 = {𝑉0, 𝑉1, … , 𝑉𝑛−1} 

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 = {𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒, ∆0, ∆1, … , ∆𝑛−1} 

where ∆𝑖= 𝑉𝑖 − 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 

for 𝑖 = {0, 1, … , 𝑛 − 1} 

The words can be any size (i.e. 16, 32, and 64 bit) and represent any common data type (i.e. int, 

float, and double). Representing a block of words as a base word value and an array of consecutive 

deltas (relative to the base) corresponding to consecutive words in the block may require fewer 

bytes to store than the original block of words does. This is dependent on the existence of low 

dynamic range among neighboring words, meaning they hold similar values. For example, low 

dynamic range can be found in neighboring pixels in the low frequency regions of an image, where 

there is little to no difference in value. If consecutive words in a block have similar values, then 

the differences between those values will be small relative to the word size. This concept is 

illustrated in Figure 3.1 [43] where the words in the block exhibit low dynamic range. This is 

shown by the fact that the difference between each 4-byte word and the base value can be 

represented with only 1 byte. 
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Figure 3.1: Example of BΔI compression. Using the first word of the cache line as a base, 

subtraction is performed between every word and the base. The differences are stored after the 

base as an array of deltas. Each word in the uncompressed cache line is 4 bytes wide, but each 

delta in the compressed cache line is only 1 byte wide. Attribution: (Pekhimenko et al. 2012) [43]. 

BΔI compression takes place over two major steps: BΔI arithmetic and encoding selection. In BΔI 

arithmetic, the uncompressed cache line feeds into several compressor units (CU) in parallel. Each 

CU operates on a specific base-delta (B, Δ) byte width combination from the set of pairs 

(𝐵, ∆) = {(8,1), (8,2), (8,4), (4,1), (4,2), (2,1)} 

The BΔI architecture is shown in Figure 3.2 and a Base8-Δ1 CU is shown in Figure 3.3 [43]. 

Within each CU, a word in the cache-line is selected as a base of size B, and the differences 

between every word and the base are calculated. Differences are checked for a sign-extension 

beginning from its lower Δ bytes to determine if the they are small enough to be stored in the 

specified delta size. A given CU’s output encoding is only valid if all of its differences are sign-

extended from their lower Δ bytes. To increase compressibility, they add a second base, which is 

always set to an implicit immediate zero (hence the “immediate” in Base-Delta-Immediate). This 

is to take advantage of datasets where values may be close to zero and increase the coverage of 

every (B, Δ) pair. This implicit base requires less storage than an explicit base (delta minus zero 

equals delta). If compression isn’t possible with the zero base, then the first base whose value lies 

outside the given delta range is selected as the base specified at the beginning of this paragraph. In 

addition to these base-delta CUs, there are units which check and compress for zero or repeated 

values, a common value-based compression technique [61, 65]. These zero and repeated value 

checkers can compress with much greater efficiency than BΔI arithmetic for a block of zeros or 
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repeating values, but are limited in their scope to those types of values. In total, the first stage of 

BΔI consists of 6 CUs and the zero and repeating value checkers in parallel. 

 

Figure 3.2: BΔI compression architecture. In the first stage, compressor units (CUs) perform BΔI 

arithmetic in addition to repeated and zero value checks. In the second stage, the most efficient 

valid CU output encoding is selected as the compressed block based on the BΔI encoding table. 

 
Figure 3.3: Base8-Δ1 compressor unit. First, subtraction is performed between each 8-byte word 

of the uncompressed cache line and the selected base, V0. Differences are then checked for sign 

extension from the least significant byte. If true for all differences, then the differences are stored 

as 1-byte deltas in the compressed cache line and the valid encoding signal is sent to compression 

selection logic as shown in Figure 3.2. Attribution: (Pekhimenko et al. 2012) [43]. 
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The second major step in BΔI compression is selecting the best compression encoding. Once all 

CUs have computed BΔI arithmetic, encoding selection is made based on a “compressible or not” 

signal output from every CU and a static encoding table, shown in Table 3.1. It is possible for 

multiple encodings to be valid. Of the valid CU encodings, the most space efficient one is selected 

from the encoding table and is output as the compressed block. The selected compressed block is 

output with the appropriate encoding symbol from the table as meta data. In BΔI, meta data bits 

are added to the cache architecture and are not included in compressed data size. Note that our 

work includes the meta data in compressed block size. In Section 3.5 we present comparisons 

between compression with and without meta data overhead. 

Table 3.1: BΔI encoding table for 32-byte blocks. Except for zeros and repeating, Base8-Δ1 is the 

most space efficient encoding. Except for the case when compression isn’t possible, Base2-Δ1 is 

the least efficient space encoding. Sizes are in bytes. Attribution: (Pekhimenko et al. 2012) [43]. 

Encoding Name Base Size Δ Size Total Size 

Zeros 1 0 1 

Repeating 8 0 8 

Base8-Δ1 8 1 12 

Base8-Δ2 8 2 16 

Base8-Δ4 8 4 24 

Base4-Δ1 4 1 12 

Base4-Δ2 4 2 20 

Base2-Δ1 2 1 18 

No Compression N/A N/A 32 

BΔI decompression simply consists of checking the BΔI encoding symbol from the compressed 

block and performing addition with the appropriate (B, Δ) widths to build the uncompressed block. 

The latency of decompression is about the latency of 1 adder and is typically a single cycle, which 

is ideal for latency critical memory read operations. 

3.3 Approximating Data 

We enable approximate storage through a lossy extension of the BΔI compression algorithm. We 

make BΔI lossy by applying dynamic precision scaling to the subtraction operands of each CU. 
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This improves data compressibility by increasing the probability of a more efficient compression 

encoding being valid for a given block at the cost of data integrity. This dynamic precision scaling 

controls the quality-energy tradeoff in this approximate storage realization. This approximation 

does not decrease the size of each (B, Δ) pair’s encoding size, but rather the probability that a 

smaller sized encoding will be valid. Our approximation reduces the magnitude of the deltas, thus 

increasing compressibility. We approximate the operands by right-shifting them so that their least 

significant bits (LSB) are shifted out and shift the value of the sign bit into the MSBs. This causes 

their sign bits extend further, which causes the calculated differences’ sign bits to further extend 

too. A given base-delta’s compression encoding is only valid if all of its differences are sign-

extended from its lower Δ bytes, which means extending the differences’ sign bits increases the 

probability of that compression encoding being valid. If a more efficient compression encoding is 

valid, then more space can be saved and the overall compression ratio improves. BΔI compression 

can be significantly improved through precision scaling at the cost of integrity loss in the LSBs. 

Figure 3.4 shows our approximate CU. Following the precision scaling approach, we shift out the 

lower α bits of the subtraction operands by inserting right-shifters before the subtraction units’ 

inputs. The shift amount is controlled by the approximation degree, α, which reduces the precision 

of the deltas by α bits each. Rather than producing a difference accurate over the bit range [width-

1 : 0], each subtraction unit produces a difference accurate only over the range [width-1 : α]. This 

quantizes the value of each delta by a factor of 1/2α. The lower α bits are implicitly set to the value 

of the sign bit to skew positive and negative values towards zero, so data are not biased towards 

positive or negative infinity. These implicit values are later shifted back in during decompression. 

Since α is necessary for decompression, it is stored in the compressed block’s meta data. The meta 

data overhead is shown in the approximate BΔI encoding table in Table 3.2. The size of α stored 

in meta data varies from 3-5 bits depending on the base-delta compression encoding. This enables 

a max scaling of 7, 15, and 31 bits for bases 2, 4, and 8 respectively. α can be set to zero to enable 

lossless compression for critical data. 
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Figure 3.4: Generic compressor unit (CU) architecture with added right-shifters before subtraction. 

Specific implementations exist for all BΔ combinations from Table 3.2. The uncompressed block 

of precise values (PV) is shown at the top. The array of deltas, the base, and the approximation 

degree, α, all go into the compressed block. α controls the right shift amount for all subtraction 

unit input operands and the base. Through this precision scaling of operands, α controls the quality-

energy tradeoff for our approximate storage technique. 

One may question why not apply precision scaling to the differences instead of the CU input 

operands if the final output is what matters. We apply precision scaling to the inputs for 2 reasons. 

First, shifting the LSBs out of the outputs does not save any shifter units because there is one 

output for every input value. Applying shifting to the input values uses the same number of shifters 

as the output values. Second, shifting the LSBs out of the inputs to the subtraction units reduces 

the amount of switching that occurs within the subtraction blocks because input values are skewed 

closer to zero. 

This shifting is advantageous because each difference’s sign is now extended by an extra α bits. 

Take for example a 1-byte delta, which holds a signed value range of -128 to 127, as shown in 

Figure 3.5. In lossless BΔI, a 1-byte delta wouldn’t be wide enough to hold a subtraction result of 

129, which is also shown in Figure 3.5. This means a base-delta pair with a 2-byte wide delta (less 

efficient encoding) is needed to hold it. If the subtraction operands were approximated with α=1, 

then each difference produced would be right-shifted by one bit. The difference value of 129 is 

now represented as 64 (not 65 because the LSB was dropped). A 1-byte delta is now wide enough 

to hold the difference value, but at the cost of the LSB of precision. A base-delta encoding with a 
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1-byte wide delta can now be selected over 2-byte wide delta encoding. According to Table 3.2, 

this saves 4 extra bytes in the case of a 32-byte block with an 8-byte base. For any given block, 

the number of bytes saved by approximation is dependent on the word values in the block. 

 
Figure 3.5: Maximum and minimum values for a signed 1-byte delta (left) and the impact of right 

shifting on delta value and sign-bit extension (right). The value 129 cannot be represented by a 1-

byte signed word, but after right shifting by 1 bit, it can be stored in 1-byte as 64. Upon 

decompression, the bits would be left shifted and the approximate value 128 would be returned. 

Table 3.2: Approximated BΔI encoding table for 32-byte blocks. Similar to Table 3.1 except for 

the addition of the Meta data column. In consideration of main memory architectures where 

modifications to include meta data bits would be impractical, our work accounts for compression 

meta data overhead. Sizes are in bytes. 

Encoding Name Base Size Δ Size Meta Size Total Size 

Zeros 1 0 0 1 

Repeated Values 8 0 1 9 

B8D1 8 1 2 14 

B8D2 8 2 2 18 

B8D4 8 4 2 26 

B4D1 4 1 2 15 

B4D2 4 2 2 23 

B2D1 2 1 1 21 

No Compression N/A N/A 1 33 

Upon decompression, a compressed block’s deltas are shifted to the left by α bits and then added 

to the base value. The decompressor unit architecture is shown in Figure 3.6. For every left-shift, 

we replace the LSB with the sign-bit value. Decompressed values are thus skewed towards zero. 

Other than this left shifting policy, decompression is the same as in BΔI. 
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Figure 3.6: Generic decompressor unit architecture with added left-shifters after addition. Specific 

implementations exist for all BΔ combinations from Table 3.2. The compressed block is shown at 

the top and the decompressed block of approximate values (AV) is shown at the bottom. 

Approximate degree, α, controls the left shift amount for all addition unit outputs. 

3.4 Evaluation Methodology 

We evaluate how approximate storage affects data compressibility and quality by testing our 

method on a set of color images from the Caltech 101 dataset [67]. This image dataset has 

categories of different objects which are used for recognition algorithm training and testing (i.e. 

RMS applications). Sample images from different categories are shown in Figure 3.7. The images 

are in RGB24 format. We evaluate the compression and error metrics of our lossy compression 

technique in MATLAB, evaluate the impact of quality degradation on image classification with 

the Clarifai application programming interface (API) [68], and evaluate the power, area, and 

timing overheads of our design in Cadence [69]. 

    

Figure 3.7: Sample images from different categories of the Caltech 101 dataset [67]. Categories 

from left to right: airplanes, pizza, cougar_body, and electric_guitar. 
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3.4.1 Compression and Error Metrics 

First, we verify the functionality of and explore the effectiveness of our approximate storage 

algorithm through MATLAB simulations. We compress and decompress 24 sets of 40 images with 

our approximate storage technique and with the original BΔI for comparison. For precision scaling, 

we use degrees of α = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16} to simulate approximation control at a moderate 

granularity. After these compressions/decompressions, we are left with 7 quality levels for every 

image. This gives us a total of 6,720 approximate storage simulations. For all 6,720 images, we 

gather data on compression ratios and two error estimators: peak signal-to-noise (PSNR) and the 

structural similarity index (SSIM) [59]. 

The compression ratio is defined as: 

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
 

This ratio is the inverse of the compressed data’s size as a fraction of the original data’s size. 

PSNR represents the maximum error between two images and is measured on a logarithmic decibel 

scale. The higher the PNSR value, the greater the image quality. The MATLAB PSNR function 

[71] defines PSNR as: 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 × log10(
𝑅2

𝑀𝑆𝐸
) 

where R is the maximum value for the image data type and MSE is the mean squared error of the 

image. MSE is defined as: 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
∑ [𝐼1(𝑚, 𝑛) − 𝐼2(𝑚, 𝑛)]

2
𝑀,𝑁

𝑀 × 𝑁
 

where M and N are the number of rows and columns in the images. 
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SSIM is used to evaluate the perceptual degradation of structural information in an image and 

compares luminance, contrast, and structure across two images [59]. A maximum value of 1.0 is 

output when the images are identical. The MATLAB SSIM function [70] defines SSIM as: 

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = [𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦)]𝛼 × [𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)]𝛽 × [𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦)]𝛾 

where 

𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦) =
2𝜇𝑥2𝜇𝑦 + 𝐶1

𝜇𝑥
2 + 𝜇𝑦

2 + 𝐶1
, 

𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦) =
2𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦 + 𝐶2

𝜎𝑥
2 + 𝜎𝑦

2 + 𝐶2
, 

𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝜎𝑥𝑦 + 𝐶3

𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦 + 𝐶3
 

where 𝜇𝑥, 𝜇𝑦, 𝜎𝑥, 𝜎𝑦, and 𝜎𝑥𝑦 are the local means, standard deviations, and cross-covariance for 

images x and y, and 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are used for weighting each component. Note that this α for 

weighting is unrelated to the approximation degree, α. 

3.4.2 Image Classification 

Next, we evaluate the impact of our approximate storage technique on image quality using a 

recognition application service provided by Clarifai [68] through an API. Clarifai uses deep 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to recognize concepts in images and videos. CNNs are 

common algorithmic technique used in RMS applications [5]. By evaluating Clarifai’s computer 

vision accuracy for every image in our dataset across 7 quality levels, we can draw conclusions 

about our technique’s impact on RMS application quality. We use Clarifai’s general recognition 

model, which analyzes images for common objects, such as those in the Caltech 101 dataset, and 

for each image, returns the top 20 results for the concepts it predicts are in the image and the 

probability that those predictions are correct. Each result contains a predicted concept and accurate 

prediction probability value. Prediction probability is the probability that the CNN has correctly 

predicted the presence of a concept in an image. The top result has the highest prediction 
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probability and the last result has the lowest prediction probability. Note that the goal of this 

experiment is not to evaluate the correctness of the Clarifai model, but rather the impact of quality 

degradation on the Clarifai model’s ability to predict the same concepts in a given image. 

Using a Python script, we send the approximated images from our MATLAB simulations through 

a Clarifai API call, which later returns image recognition results. We store the top 4 predicted 

concepts (top 20% of returned results) for each of the highest quality images (α = 0) as a baseline 

for evaluating the prediction probability on lower quality images. For each concept, we record its 

prediction probability in every lower quality image (α = {2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16}) processed by Clarifai. 

If one of the baseline concepts was not among the top 20 results for an image, then we assign it a 

prediction probability of 0% (a conservative approach, since it is likely still higher than 0%). After 

running all images through this process, we take the average of the top 4 prediction probabilities 

for every image for every quality level. We chose to use the top 4 predicted concepts since the 

Clarifai service may still incorrectly predict some concepts, even with high image quality level. 

Once we have the prediction probability for every quality level for every image, we calculate the 

loss in prediction probability for every image as a function of the quality-energy control knob, α. 

3.4.3 Hardware 

To measure the implementation cost of our approximate storage technique, we develop an RTL 

model in Verilog hardware description language (HDL). We synthesize the design into a gate level 

netlist using the Cadence Encounter RTL compiler [69] with a TSMC 65nm standard cell library 

to gather power, area, and timing simulation measurements. We then use memory access energy 

data from Pedram et al. [6] to estimate the memory access energy savings delivered by our 

technique. 
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3.5 Results 

In this section we discuss the results of the aforementioned experiments. We present data on 

compression ratios, error metrics, image prediction, energy consumption, and hardware overhead. 

Our results show approximate storage of media data can significantly improve effective storage 

capacity and energy consumption for a small drop in media quality. In Figure 3.8, we present the 

decompressed approximate versions of two of the images from Figure 3.7 for α = {2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 

16}. The quality loss in these images is similar to that for all approximated images in the dataset 

for the same value of α. 

   
α = 0 (lossless) α = 2 α = 4 

   
α = 6 α = 8 α = 12 

(a) 

   
α = 0 (lossless) α = 2 α = 4 

   
α = 6 α = 8 α = 12 

(b) 

Figure 3.8: Decompressed images for varying degrees of approximation for images from airplanes 

and pizza categories. 
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3.5.1 Effective Storage Capacity 

We first analyze the compression results from our MATLAB simulations on the Caltech 101 

images. We show that our technique can increase effective storage capacity through its ability to 

significantly compress media data. This effective storage capacity increase is one of the benefits 

our technique receives for trading off data integrity for. Results show that our lossy extension of 

BΔI can achieve significantly higher compression ratios than lossless BΔI [43]. Our work assumes 

that internal memory fragmentation is avoided through the work of a compressed memory 

management scheme. We find this assumption reasonable because the same assumption is used in 

BΔI [43] and other lossless memory compression work [75]. 

In Figure 3.9, we present the average compression ratio with and without meta data overhead 

across all image categories for each of the 7 tested quality levels (induced by varying degrees of 

α. Compression with and without meta data accounting represent off-chip memory and cache 

compression respectively. Compression without accounting for meta data overhead represents 

implementation at the cache level where metadata can be stored as extra tag bits in the cache 

architecture. Pekhimenko et al [43] do not include this meta data in their compression ratio 

evaluations of BΔI. Compression with accounting for meta data overhead represents 

implementation at the off-chip memory level where it is impractical to add extra bits to the DRAM 

or SSD architecture for the purpose of storing compression meta data. Figure 3.9 shows that 

compression without meta data consistently produces modestly higher compression ratios than 

with meta data. It also shows that all compression ratios for α ≥ 4 are greater than the compression 

ratio for lossless BΔI. Throughout the remainder of our results, we focus on application of our 

technique to off-chip memory compression; therefore, all compression ratios we present from here 

onwards do account for meta data, unless otherwise specified. 
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Figure 3.9: Average compression ratio with and without accounting for meta data across all 24 

image categories for each level of approximation, α. The bar for α=0 without meta data represents 

the compression ratio of the lossless BΔI cache compression algorithm. 

In Figure 3.10, we present the average compression ratio of all 40 images for each of the 24 image 

categories across all 7 quality levels (α = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16}). In the best cases, we observe 

image compression ratios over 1.6 for α ≥ 8. In the worst cases, we observe image compression 

ratios below 1.0 for α ≤ 2, which indicates very little of the data was compressible at all by BΔI. 

Uncompressible blocks must store 1 extra byte of meta data overhead, which decreases total 

compressibility for an image. We observe across all image categories that there is little to no 

improvements for α=2 approximation over lossless compression, α=0. α=4 shows modest 

improvement over loss, and α=6 shows significant improvement. The compression ratio increases 

significantly again at α=8, but levels off here as shown by ratios for α=12 and α=16. This leveling 

off is a result of the RGB24 data format. Colors red, green and blue are each represented with 8 

bits (1 byte) each. Since BΔI compresses data in bases of 2, 4, and 8 bytes, consecutive RGB24 

data words do not align evenly with consecutive bases. These leads to alternating cases of the red, 

green, and blue bytes being the least-significant byte in a block. This leads to dissimilar values in 

the words across a BΔI input block, which decreases compressibility. When α > 8, the 

approximation carries over to the next byte (color component), which is not similar to the next 
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byte in neighboring BΔI words, so there is no improvement in encoding efficiency, as discussed 

in Section 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.10: The average compression ratios (including metadata overhead) for all images from 

all categories and quality levels are shown. Each bar represents the average compression ratio over 

40 images compressed with the specified degree of approximation. α = 0 represents lossless 

compression and has the lowest (sometimes less than 1.0) compression ratio. 

3.5.2 Quantitative Error 

While compression ratios highlight the potential storage gains from approximating media data, 

they do not reflect the errors induced by approximation or the impact those errors will have on 

application quality. Evaluating the error of the images in Figure 3.8 using only an eye test is a 

neither reliable nor quantitative way to do so. To accurately measure error induced by 

approximation, we use two mathematical evaluation techniques: PSNR and SSIM. These 

techniques allow us to quantitatively define the error induced by approximation, as opposed to 

relying solely on a qualitative eye test. Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the average compression 

ratio of all images versus average PSNR and SSIM respectively. According to Alvarez et al. [40], 
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28dB is an acceptable level of quality for PSNR for lossy compressed images. The PSNR levels 

in Figure 3.11 show that acceptable image quality is maintained for α ≤ 6. 

 

Figure 3.11: Average compression ratio and average peak signal-to-noise (PSNR) for all images 

are shown as a function of α. α = 0 is excluded because PSNR is infinite when there is no loss 

between images. 

 

Figure 3.12: Average compression ratio and average structural similarity index (SSIM) for all 

images are shown as a function of α. 
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3.5.3 Image Classification Accuracy 

Error metrics are useful for quantitatively evaluating error for lossy compressed images, but they 

do not show the potential impact on application quality. Here we evaluate the impact of image 

quality loss on the accuracy of the Clarifai general object recognition application based on deep 

CNNs [68]. In Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 we present the results of our experiment described in 

Section 3.4.2. Figure 3.13 shows average image compression ratio and concept prediction 

probability for every simulated level of α. Figure 3.14 shows the relative improvement and 

degradation of compression ratio and concept prediction probability respectively. 

 

Figure 3.13: Average compression ratio and average concept prediction probability for all images 

are shown as a function of α. 
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Figure 3.14: The average improvement in compression ratio and the average degradation in 

concept prediction probability for all images are shown as a function of α. 

For α ≤ 4, there is negligible loss in prediction probability, but compression ratios are low (< 1.1). 

This indicates that low levels of approximation on image data will not affect application output 

quality, but offers no practical increase in effective storage capacity. For α ≥ 8, compression ratio 

increases to nearly 1.6, but the prediction probability falls to less than 50%. This is an unacceptable 

amount of quality loss, which makes α ≥ 8 impractical to use. When α = 6, there is a slight drop in 

prediction probability and the compression ratio improves to nearly 1.2. Relative to the baseline 

lossless compression (α = 0), prediction probability degrades by 3% and the compression ratio 

improves by over 15%. Most of the literature in Section 2 considers quality loss below 5% 

(sometimes 10%) to be acceptable. This means that α = 6 provides an optimal quality-energy 

tradeoff because it can significantly improve effective storage capacity for an acceptable level of 

quality loss. 

3.5.4 Hardware 

In this subsection we show that our approximate storage technique can significantly reduce DRAM 

access energy consumption by reducing the size of the data that needs to be transported. To 

evaluate the energy savings, we must first consider the overhead of implementing our technique. 
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The simulated hardware metrics of our design are presented in Table 3.3. Our RTL model 

synthesized with 65nm tech shows low power overhead, low latency overhead, and moderate area 

overhead. Note that this model is capable of implementing α for all values in the range [0, 31], 

which is much more complex than implementing just the presented α values. Therefore, these 

results represent an upper bound on area and power overhead. In Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 we 

present the area and power overheads respectively of the shifters added to the BΔI compression 

technique. These tables show the major drawback to our technique is the significant increase in 

area and power relative to lossless BΔI. 

Table 3.3: Lossy compression and decompression hardware simulation metrics in 65nm TSMC. 

Module Compression Decompression Total 

Avg. Power (mW) 1.506 0.467 1.974 

Latency (Cycles) 1 1 2 

Fmax (MHz) 210 360 360 

Area (mm2) 0.06245 0.03478 0.09723 

Area (kGE) 53.39 29.74 83.13 

Throughput  

(Bytes/Cycle) 
32 32 64 

Avg. Energy per  

Operation (pJ) 
7.165 1.298 8.463 

Table 3.4: Lossy compression and decompression shifters area (mm2) overhead in 65nm TSMC. 

Module 
BΔI Area 

(mm2) 

Shifters Area 

(mm2) 

Total Area 

(mm2) 

Shifters 

Overhead 

Compression 0.0422 0.0203 0.0624 48.0% 

Decompression 0.0199 0.0149 0.0348 74.7% 

Total 0.0621 0.0351 0.0972 56.6% 

Table 3.5: Lossy compression and decompression shifters power (uW) overhead 65nm TSMC.  

Module 
BΔI Power 

(uW) 

Shifters Power 

(uW) 

Total Power 

(uW) 

Shifters 

Overhead 

Compression 0.892 0.614 1.506 68.8% 

Decompression 0.334 0.133 0.467 39.7% 

Total 1.227 0.747 1.974 60.9% 
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To evaluate energy savings, we consider the average energy cost of performing all the DRAM 

accesses necessary to store a whole image using access operation data from [6]. Table 3.6 shows 

the average energy cost of performing enough DRAM accesses to store an image from our test 

dataset for the uncompressed size, BΔI compressed size, and approximated sizes. We compare this 

data with the average energy cost of performing compression or decompression for a whole image, 

shown in Table 3.7, and find that total overhead energy cost is less than 0.1%. This great disparity 

in total energy cost is indicative of the performance bottleneck in the memory hierarchy, where 

on-chip operations are much more efficient than off-chip ones. It also indicates that while the 

added shifters significantly increase power and area relative to lossless BΔI, the total energy 

overhead is still negligible. 

Table 3.6: Average DRAM access energy cost of storing the average original, BΔI compressed, 

and approximately stored images. DRAM access energy costs derived from Table 1.1 [6]. 

Image Version Original α = 0 α = 2 α = 4 α = 6 α = 8 α = 12 α = 16 

Avg. Energy 

Cost (uJ) 
67.26 65.63 65.32 63.00 56.86 42.53 42.50 42.50 

Table 3.7: Average compression and decompression energy costs per image and relative to DRAM 

access energy cost per image. 

Operation Compression Decompression Total 

Avg. Energy Cost per Image (uJ) 0.0471 0.00852 0.0556 

Energy CostOp / Energy CostAccess 0.070% 0.013% 0.083% 

In Figure 3.15 we present the average DRAM access energy savings for different versions of an 

image compared with (a) average compression ratio and (b) average concept prediction 

probability. For both figures, baseline is the original, uncompressed image size and the remaining 

values represent the approximation degree, α. As expected, there is a direct correlation between 

compression ratio and energy savings. As image size decreases, less data must be transported and 

the total off-chip energy cost can be mitigated. The figures show that energy savings are about 

15% for α = 6, the approximation degree where concept prediction probability for an image is still 

at an acceptable level. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.15: Average DRAM access energy savings are presented with (a) average compression 

ratio and (b) average concept prediction probability for all images as a function of image version. 

Baseline represents the original, uncompressed image and all other values represent the value α 

that the image was approximated with. 
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4 Conclusions 

In this thesis, we discussed and presented approximate storage techniques for improving the 

energy consumption and performance of the memory subsystem for data-intensive RMS 

applications.  

In Chapter 2 we reviewed the state of the art in approximate storage at the circuit, architecture, and 

algorithm levels. Circuit level techniques approximate data passively by allowing errors to occur 

in the physical storage medium. Reducing error guard-bands through SRAM voltage scaling, 

DRAM refresh rate reduction, and reliable access of MLC and STT-MRAM creates significant 

energy and power savings. Unlike circuit level techniques, architecture and algorithm level 

techniques deterministically approximate data. At the architecture level, programming support and 

ISA extensions enable designers to control and monitor approximate storage systems. Works in 

approximate load value prediction and approximate caches reduce the number of off-chip memory 

accesses by allowing processors to compute on approximately similar data, which significantly 

improves application performance. Algorithmic techniques such as precision scaling and look-up 

tables can be easily implemented in existing architectures and can be applied to data at any level 

of the memory hierarchy. 

In Chapter 3, we presented a novel lossy compression technique based on dynamic precision 

scaling to enable approximate storage for media data. We observe that whereas small degrees of 

approximation bring marginal performance benefits and high degrees lead to unacceptable quality 

degradation, there exists an optimal point (α = 6) that can yield significant performance 

improvements with low quality loss and low overhead costs. We find an increase in effective 

storage capacity of 15% and subsequently a reduction in DRAM access energy cost of 15% for 

only 3% loss in image classification accuracy and less than 0.1% total energy overhead. We 

conclude that approximate storage is an effective technique for decreasing off-chip memory access 

costs for media data. 
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